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1.1 The Marine Riser Problem
1,1.1 Description of the Marine Riser System
A marine riser is a long, slender pipe used in offshore drilling
operations. Extending from a fixed or floating platform at the sea sur-
face to a wellhead connection at the seafloor, the riser contains the drill
string, which it guides and supports, and the drilling mud, which it returns
to the surface for reuse Figure 1.1 depicts a typical riser installation.
Risers with outside diameters of less than two feet are commonly
used in water several hundred feet deep, 1
" 3 Such a long, slender structure
tends to buckle under its own weight unless it is supported in some manner.
To prevent buckling and reduce deflections, a tension force, which is
usually somewhat greater than the total submerged weight of the riser sys-
tem, is applied at the surface end of the riser.
Near the upper end of the riser, there is normally a slip joint
which permits lengthening and shortening of the riser to compensate for
changes in water depth caused by tides and waves. At the bottom end, where
the riser connects to the blowout preventer, there is a flexible ball joint
which permits some angular rotation without excessive bending when misalign-
ment occurs.
In addition to its own weight and the supporting tension, the
riser is also subjected to the hydrodynamic forces of currents and water
waves and to stresses resulting from the relative lateral displacement of
the riser ends, which occurs when the surface platform drifts off station,

1„1,2 The Riser Differential Equation
Figure 1.2 is a free body diagram of the deflected riser showing
the coordinate system employed in this thesis and the loads involved in
the problem All applied loads and deflections are assumed to be coplanar,
The governing differential equation, which is derived by applying
the equations of static equilibrium to the element of riser length shown




E = the modulus or elasticity of the riser material
I s the moment of inertia of the riser cross section
T(x)= the axia^ tension in the riser
p(xi the lateral force per unit length of the riser
Summation of forces in the vertical direction yields
^ w(x) (1.2)
where
w(x) = the submerged weight of the riser system per unit length.
For riser? considered herein, E, I, and w are constant and Eq. 1.1 reduces
to





When the lateral force intensity is time dependent, the response is also
time dependent, and the equation of equilibrium is

m i^ +c(x) |Z +EI A. T{X) ^. W |X . p(XitJ d.4)
in which m is the riser system mass per unit length and c(x) is a damping
function.
In a structural sense, the marine riser is simply a tension beam
whose axial tension varies along its length. Because of the varying ten-
sion, the governing differential equation does not possess a closed form
solution. Therefore, in the structural analysis of the marine riser, it is
necessary to employ an approximate method of solution.
1,2 Importance of the Problem
In riser installations, it is necessary to limit the bottom rota-
tion to a few degrees, 3 * 14 The maximum rotation must be less than that per-
mitted by the design of the ball joint, which is usually about ten degrees.
It is seldom possible, however, to attain such a rotation without producing
excessive stresses in the riser. Moreover, in most installations, if the
rotation is more than a few degrees, the drill pipe rubs against the riser,
the ball jo>nt, the blowout preventer, and the well casing resulting in
wear which is great enough to constitute failure. 3
Bottom rotation is controlled, in part, by the positioning system
used to keep the surface support platform on station. Whether a conventional
mooring system or a dynamic positioning system is used, accurate information
describing the behavior of the riser in its operating environment is needed
for proper design of the system.
Offshore drilling operations are expensive. The failure of a
marine riser system results not only in the loss of costly hardware, but
also in the loss of considerable productive time which is valued in thousands

of dollars per day. Thus, there is much practical significance in any
method of analysis which leads to a better understanding of riser behavior
under random environmental loads and reduces the risk of unexpected failure.
Published methods of riser analysis consider the effects of cur-
rent, top offset, and top tension, but often ignore dynamic wave loads.
Because the marine riser is a long, flexible structure, its fundamental
period of vibration is typically on the order of a few seconds. Ocean
waves generally have periods ranging from six to thirty seconds. Hence, it
is not uncommon for one or more of the riser natural periods to be in the
range of wave periods, where the dynamic response is significantly greater
than the static response, Neglecting the dynamic nature of the wave forces
may result in unacceptable error in response calculations.
Even when wave forces are considered, the approach used in pub-
lished analyses is to calculate deterministically the response to a design
wave of a given height and frequency, Anyone who has seen the ocean will
agree that unlike a simple design wave, real waves are extremely complex
and highly irregular. A more realistic alternative to the design wave
approach s to treat the wave forces as the random physical phenomenon which
they are and calculate the random response caused by these forces. Such
an approach is used 'n this thesis.
lo3 Summary of Previous Work
There are two separate areas of previous research which form a
basis for this thesis. The first of these is the development of approximate
methods of analyzing beams with varying axial tension, Fischer and Ludwig 4
utilized the infinite power series method to calculate the response of a
marine riser to a static current force and constant top deflection. This

approach was also employed by Huang and Dareing 5 to determine the natural
frequencies of beams with variable tension, Frohrib and Plunkett 6 used
a perturbation solution to determine the natural frequencies of a drill
strings Finite difference methods were employed in the analysis of the
drilling riser which was to have been used in Project Mohole 7 ' 8 and have
been utilized in the study of marine risers up to 1,300 feet long for
offshore oil dnlling = 9 Because the finite difference method permits a
simple transformation of the governing differential equation into matrix
form, a to^m which is convenient for machine computation, that method is
used here for the calculation of riser response to random environmental
forces,
The second body of previous research to which this thesis is
indebted s the deve^pment of models which accurately describe the random
nature of ocean waves and the random forces they cause on submerged objects.
Excellent comprehensive summaries of this development have been given by
Pierson ° and Neumann and Pierson. 13 Some of the more noteworthy mile-
stones will be mentioned here. Fundamental to this development was the
work of Rice 7 on the :tat^tical properties of Gaussian processes. The
demonstration by Pierson and others' that the sea surface is essentially
a Gaussian random process paved the way for the applications of Rice's
work to the study of ocean waves, Longuet-Higgins 3 showed that the random
wave heights for a narrow band spectrum have a Rayleigh probability distri-
bution. From this early theoretical work and oceanographic observations,
several models were formulated for the spectral density function of the
sea surface elevation, lL+ ~ b
A significant extension of the work on ocean wave spectra was
accomplished by Borgman, 17 * 18 who derived expressions for the spectral

density functions of ocean wave forces on piles and demonstrated their
validity by comparison with observed force spectra. BOrgman's work opened
the door to treatment of the response of ocean structures to wave forces
as a random vibration problem. Such an approach was used by Foster 19
and Malhotra and Penzien, 20 ' 21 who adapted Borgman's model to the nondeter-
ministic analysis of offshore towers; such an approach is also used in this
thesis in the nondetermmistic analysis of marine risers,
1-4 Objective and Scope
The objective of this thesis is to develop a mathematical model
for predicting the random dynamic response of a marine riser to a combina-
tion of random wave forces, deterministic steady current forces, and random
operational movement of the surface support platform. Wave induced platform
motion is not included in the model.
The finite difference method is used to transform Eq. 1.3 into
the matrix form
Mnxn^nxl " {p, nxl (1 ' B)
where
[K] = a stiffness matrix whose elements are derived by applica-
tion of difference equations at each of n nodes along the
riser axis
{y} = a vector of node deflections
{pi = a vector of force intensities at the nodes
While it is expected that the accuracy of the finite difference model depends
on the number of nodes used in the model, there is no way to determine a
priori how many nodes must be used to accurately represent the real structure

In Chapter 2, the effect of the number of nodes on model accuracy is investv
gated, and criteria are established for selecting the number of nodes.
Treatment of the riser problem in this thesis differs from pub-
lished methods of analysis in that the wave forces and top offset are con-
sidered to be Gaussian, stationary random variables. It is shown that the
riser response is also a Gaussian, stationary random variable, whose proba-
bility density function is thus completely determined by the mean and
variance Because the mean response can be set to zero by a transformation
of coordinates, knowledge of the response variance is sufficient to make
probability calculations. The response variance is obtained by integrating
the response spectral density function with respect to frequency. Thus,
one objective of this thesis is to develop expressions for the spectral
density functions of response parameters which result from a random sea
represented by the oceanographer's sea surface elevation spectrum.
Initially, only the response caused by random waves is considered.
In Chapter 3, static response spectral density functions are derived, and
examples are given to show how nondynamic effects influence riser response.
Dynamic response spectral density functions resulting from waves alone are
derived in Chapter 4, Modification of the hydrodynamic forces by wave
structure interaction is considered. The model is completed in Chapter 5
where dynamic response spectral density functions caused by a combination
of random waves and a steady deterministic current are derived, and the
influence of random top offset on response variance is determined. In
Chapter 6, the results of several sample calculations are used to show the
effects of various problem parameters on the response.

1.5 Notation
Each symbol used In this thesis is defined where it first appears
in the text. For ease of reference, the notation is summarized here.




C coefficient equal to C, p ^r-







[C ] modal damping matrix
C*C] diagonal ized modal damping matrix
D riser outside diameter
E modulus of elasticity
E[] expectation operator
E* energy density per unit sea surface area
{E} error vector






H(fi) complex frequency response function
I moment of inertia of riser cross section
[J] transformation matrix relating random moments to
deflections
[K] riser stiffness matrix
L riser length
• ,4




M(x,t) random bending moment in riser
P(x,t) random hydrodynamic force intensity
P(x,t) force intensity equivalent to top offset
*





S[Q) one-sided spectral density function
S(fi) two-sided spectral density function
T axial tension in riser
T. tension at top end of riser

10
T tension at bottom end of riser
*




U(x,t) random horizontal water particle displacement caused
by waves
U(x,t) horizontal component of random water particle velocity
due to waves
V(x,t) horizontal component of wave induced water particle
displacement with respect to structure
W(x,t) random vertical component of water particle velocity
due to waves
Y(x 9 t) random horizontal deflection of riser due to waves
and current
Y(x,t) random horizontal deflection of riser due to top
offset
Y(x,t) total random horizontal deflection of riser
Y. It) random top offset
{b} vector of influence coefficients relating top offset
to riser deflections
[c] structure damping matrix
[c], {c} equivalent linear damping matrices
[-~c J environmental damping matrix
e
base of natural logarithms
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f probability density function
g gravitational constant, 32.2 ft/sec 2
h water depth
h impulse response function
i /T"
"ic, jc subscripts of spectral components
k wave number
m mass ot riser system per unit length
m effective mass of riser system and surrounding water
n number of nodes in finite difference model
nc number of spectral components
ni , nj, nk, n£ subscripts on riser model nodes
nm number of natural modes in solution
p(x,t) lateral force intensity on riser
{pj vector of force intensities due to lateral loads and top
offset
q spatial wave force modifier




t, duration of environmental conditions
u(x,t) horizontal component of water particle velocity
u steady current velocity
u(x,t) horizontal component of water particle acceleration
v wind velocity
w
submerged weight of riser system per unit length
wL
3







r(n) power transfer function










ratio of current velocity to standard deviation of rela-
tive water velocity with respect to structure
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6 internal friction damping ratio
y unit weight of water
6 Dirac delta function
z, total damping ratio
n(t) sea surface elevation
u mean value; tension beam parameter equal to /T/EI
v radius of gyration of area under spectral density
function
£ dummy time variable





a) natural frequency of riser
Each dot over a symbol indicates a derivative with respect to
time, Thus, U(x,t) is the horizontal component of random water accelera-




A MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE MARINE RISER
2d General
In this chapter, the governing differential equation of the marine
riser is transformed into matrix form using the method of finite differ-
ences- This mathematical model of the structure is then tested by compar-
ing the results of finite difference analysis to known exact solutions and
published approximate solutions, and the number of nodes necessary to accu-
rately model the structure is determined „ In the process of establishing
the validity of the finite difference structural model, a modified wave
force model s also evolved and tested
2o2 The Finite Difference Structural Model
In the finite difference method, a continuous structure having
an infinite number of degrees of freedom is represented by a mathematical
model having a finite number of degrees of freedom. The differential equa-
tion of the continuous structure is transformed into a system of simultan-
eous algebraic equations by substituting difference equations for the de-
rivatives in the differential equation at each of a finite number of discrete
points or nodes along the riser length.
Consider the riser to be divided into n+1 increments of equal
length, lx - —
,
joined by n interior nodes as shown in Fig. 2.1. Nodes
and n+1 are at the bottom and top ends of the riser respectively, and
nodes -1 and n+2 are imaginary nodes located a distance ax below the bottom
and above the top The finite difference model is formed by writing
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Eqc 1.3 at each of the interior nodes and replacing the derivatives with
standard central difference equations. 22
,4.
4 d(ax)
—-J = y. -4y.,+6y.-4y.,., +v..„
dx
ni-2 •'ni-l ^ni ^ni + l ym+2
*"»
2





Multiplication of each term of Eq. 1.3 by






2 E1 (n^ 3 EI(n +l) 4
results in
dx








The substitution of Eqs« 2 1, 2,2, and 2.3 into Eq 2,5 yields
y ni _2 "
4yn i-1 "
6%i ~ ^ni+l + yni+2
T
s





















ni P(xn1 ) (2.7d)
and x . is the x coordinate of node ni. The terms of Eq. 2.6 may be con-






+ wXl-l + t6 + 2T>ni
When Eq„ 2 8 is applied at each of the nodes, there result n simultaneous
linear algebraic equations in n+4 unknown deflections.
The number of unknown deflections is reduced to n by application
of the four boundary conditions . At the lower end of the riser, x = 0, the















y_, -y-, ( 2 - 9b )
-
1
The top deflection, y -, s > t0 ,
which is the lateral displacement of the
surface support platform, is considered as an input parameter and therefore
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not an unknown, and the top moment is taken as zero.
"top "* ^lx=h
From Eq 2,2,
A I '- rhl [y n " 2ytoo + V2 ] * °dx^ x-h (*xr p n l
Therefore, the deflection of the imaginary node n+2 is
V2 * 2>top " >n (2 ' 10 '
Equations 2.8, 2 9, and 2,10 are conveniently expressed in matrix
form,
[K] y . * {pi , (2.11)L J
nxn J nxl K oa! v










nnni ^(6^2T;), n1 -2. n-1 (2,12c)















= 3 > n (2.12g)
Elements of the vector {yj are the node displacements, and {p} is a vector





ni = 1, n
Pn-l







+ w ) JgE
Tne nse^ axial tension, which is used to compute T
.
, is determined














is the axial tension at the surface.
Equations 2 11, 2 12, and 2.13 describe the finite difference model
of the marine riser in matrix form. It is of interest to compare this model
with the finite difference model used by Butler, et al,, 7 for engineering
studies of the Project Mohole drilling riser. The formulation of the Mohole
model was somewhat different from the formulation of the model presented
herein. For the Mohole riser, axial tension was considered to be constant
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between nodes, and changes in tension were concentrated at the nodes. The
Mohole model was also derived for the general case of variable EI, which
could have been done here by applying the finite difference equations to
Eq, Id instead ot Eq 1.3. When the Mohole riser equations are written for
the case of constant El, they are identical to those derived herein.
2o3 Validity of the Finite Difference Structural Model
In subsequent chapters of this thesis, the finite difference struc-
tural model is used as a component of a larger mathematical model for calcu-
lating the riser response to random wave forces. The validity of this larger
mathematical model depends, in part, on the validity of the finite difference
structural model . Therefore, before the finite difference model is applied,
it is prudent to consider the question, "How well does the model represent
the continuous riser system?"
in judging the validity of the finite difference model, two cri-
teria are of particular interest. Because normal mode superposition is used
in the dynamic analysis of the riser, its natural frequencies and mode shapes
must be determined The first criterion, then, is that the natural frequen-
cies and mode shapes of the finite difference model must be reasonably close
to the actual natural frequencies and mode shapes of the continuous riser
structure To be effective, the finite difference model must also give node
deflections, rotations, and moments which do not differ significantly from
the actual deflections, rotations, and moments. Therefore, the second cri-
terion ^5 that the deflected shape of the finite difference model must reason-
ably approximate the deflected shape of the actual riser. Since the random
forces in the riser problem are those produced by ocean waves, it is espec-
ially important to study the accuracy of the deflected shape of the model
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when the applied force distribution is that which is typical of ocean
waves,
in orde' to form a judgment as to how well the finite difference
model meets the^e two criteria, a standard for comparison is needed. The
obvious standard is an analytical solution, if it exists. However, the
marine riser has no closed-form solution, and therefore some other standard
must be sought.
One approach to testing the validity of the finite difference
model is to perform the tests on a structure similar to the riser, but
having an analytical solution which can be used as the standard for compari-
son o This approach is used in Section 2 4, where a constant tension beam
is modeled by the method of finite differences = The validity of this model
is tested by comparing the natural frequencies, mode shapes, and deflected
shapes of the model with the corresponding analytical solutions to the
constant tension beam c in the process of testing the deflected shape of
the model under wave loads, an improved wave force model is developed and
tested.
While validity tests of the finite difference method with the
constant tension beam as a test structure are certainly worthwhile, some
tests of the riser finite difference model are also definitely in order.
In the absence of a closed-form solution to the riser equation, the only
standard for comparison is the results of other approximate methods of
analysis. In Section 2 5, the natural frequencies and deflected shapes of
the riser finite difference model are compared to other published solutions,
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2e4 Tests of the Finite Difference Model of a Constant Tension Beam
204.1 Formation of the Finite Difference Model
The constant tension beam, which is shown in Fig. 2.2, is identical
to the marine riser with one exception. Because dT/dx = 0, the governing
differential equation of the constant tension beam is
El4- T 4 s PW (2.16)
&K d*
It follows that the stiffness matrix for the finite difference model of the
constant tension beam is identical to that given by Eqs. 2.12 for the riser
except that T is a constant and
Srf.iH-1 *
K
n1,m + 1 = Jv M -T*) (217)
2.4.2 Tests of Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes
Finite Difference Solution
The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the finite difference
model are found by letting the force intensity vector of Eq. 2,11 represent




-m ^-y {y(x,t)> (2,18)
3t
in which m is the mass per unit length of the riser system. Application of
the method of separation of variables leads to the characteristic equation,
[K] \y< = moj2 {y} (2.19]
Solutions to Eq- 2 19 are the natural frequencies, uy, r = 1, 2, . . ., n
and mode shapes, u'
r




The analytical solution for the natural frequency and shape of the
r mode of a constant tension beam is 23
*
- "i ^7X (2 - 20)
*
(r)
Cx) - sin ^ (2.21)
It is convenient to use the following two dimensionless parameters in this
study as well as in the riser analysis which follows. Let
,|3
G, £







-p = the top tension ratio
Then Eq 2.20 may be rewritten
2„2 Vl ^T n/HT (2.22)
rV mC
Equation 2, 22 is the standard against which the natural frequencies of the
finite difference model are to be compared
.
Comparison of Finite Difference and Analytical Solutions
The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the finite difference
model of the constant tension beam were calculated by using the University
of Illinois Department of Computer Science System 360 Library routine EIGENP,

23
This routine computes the eigenvalues of a real, general matrix using the
QR double-step method and computes the eigenvectors by inverse iteration. 24
Comparison of the finite difference and analytical solutions was
made for finite difference models having 3, 5, 7, 11, 15, 19, 23, and 31
equally spaced interior nodes. In all cases, the first five modes were
compared except for the model having only three interior nodes and thus only
three natural modes A top tension ratio of 0.5 was used to approximate a
riser whose average tension is one-half of the total submerged weight.
Length ratios of 8 and 1000, which are typical of risers located in shallow
and moderately deep water, were used in the comparison. The accuracy of the
finite difference model is expressed by the frequency ratio, which is simply
the natural frequency of the finite difference model divided by the actual
natural frequency.
The results of the frequency comparison are shown in Fig. 2.3. As
expected, the accuracy of the finite difference model improves as the number
of nodes In the model increases. Also, the accuracy of the model is better
for lower mode numbers than higher ones. It is significant that the finite
difference model frequencies are more accurate for high G. than for low G
L
.
As the length ratio Increases, the structure becomes less like a beam and
more like a vibrating string, which is apparently more suitable for finite
difference analysis than a beam. Because G
L
is proportional to the water
depth cubed, the finite difference model does a better job of predicting
frequencies in deep water than it does in shallow water. Finally, although
the actual number of nodes which one uses depends upon the accuracy desired,
it is significant that the accuracy of the first three frequencies is 99 per-
cent or better for the 31 -node model.
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The agreement between the mode shapes of the finite difference
model and the analytical solution is even better than the agreement between
the frequencies; For each of the models tested, the first five mode shapes
were normalized and the ratio of the deflection at each node to the corres-
ponding analytical deflection was calculated. In all the models this ratio
was 1,000 at every node,
2o4.3 Tests of Deflected Shape Under Wave Loads
Wave Force Distributions
The second criterion for judging the validity of the finite dif-
ference model Is that the deflected shape of the model under a given loading
must reasonably approximate the actual deflected shape of the structure
under the same loading- Because the model will be used to calculate the
riser response to wave forces, a logical force distribution for the validity
tests is one which is typical of water waves. The expression commonly used






joD u|u| + Cj p ^-u (2.23)
where
p(x,t) s the wave force per unit length
C
D
- a dimensionless drag coefficient
Cr s a dimensionless inertia coefficient
p
- the mass density of the water
D = the outside diameter of the riser
u(x,t) - the horizontal component of water particle velocity
u(x,t) - the horizontal component of water particle acceleration
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According to Eq 2 23, the hydrodynamic force consists of two components, a
drag force which is a function of water particle velocity and an inertia
force which is a function of water particle acceleration.
Water particle velocities and accelerations for use in Eq. 2.23
are given by several wave theories found in the literature. Linear or Airy
theory, which is derived for small amplitude waves, is used in this study.





H the wave height measured from crest to trough
g = gravitational acceleration (32.2 ft/sec )
k = the wave number equal to 2n/L
L - the wave length
h = the water depth
b - the circular frequency of the wave
in linear theory, connective acceleration is neglected as small, and the
water particle acceleration is the time derivative of the water particle
velocity 2b
"'
- # ' -\ »*^M- v* nt > (2 - 25)
Of immediate interest is the spatial variation of the drag and
inertia forces, From Eqs. 2.25 and 2.23, it is evident that the spatial
variation of the inertia force is given by
<<*> wkM (2 ' 26)
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where q(x) is the ratio of the force intensity at coordinate x to the force
intensity at the surface: Similarly, from Eqs, 2.24 and 2.23, it follows
that the spatial variation of the drag force is
q(x) s cp^hilkxl (2 2?)
cosfi (kh)
The spatial variation of inertia and drag forces for representa-
tive values of kh is shown in Figs* 2.4 and 2,5- This spatial variation is
completely defined by the parameter kh, which may assume a range of values.
As the water depth decreases, kh approaches zero and the forces approach a
uniform distributions An upper limit on wave number may be determined with
the help of linear wa«e theory which provides the following relationship
between wa*/e circular frequency, wave number, and water depth.
Q
2
- gk tanh (kh) (2.28)
For large values of kh, the hyperbolic tangent approaches unity and
k ^ (2.29)
With a wave circular frequency of it/3 radians per second, which corresponds
to a six second wave period, Eq. 2,29 yields a wave number of .034 feet" .
Therefore, an upper limit on kh is 034 h, where h is in feet.
Comparison of Finite Difference and Analytical Solutions for Wave Inertia
Force Deflections
In this section, the finite difference deflections are compared
to the analytical deflections of a simple beam subjected to the force given
by Eq c 2 26, The problem is sketched in Fig, 2.6, and the analytical solu-
tion is derived in Appendix A. Finite difference model deflections are
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obtained by premulti plying both sides of Eq, 2 11 by [K]"
,






cosTTTkhT" (2 ' 31)
and [K] is the stiffness matrix of the constant tension beam with T set to
zero, A measure of the accuracy of the finite difference model is A , the
ratio of the node deflections computed by finite differences to the corres-
ponding analytical defections.
The variation of midspan deflection ratio, a /.,„>, with kh is
shown in F?g, 2,7 tor finite difference models having 3, 7, 15, and 31 equally
spaced nodes „ (It is helpful to remember that the number of length increments
is one more than the number of nodes ) For values of kh less than 3, the
finite difference model yields results which are in good agreement with the
analytical solution, ir\ this region, errors are conservative and tend to de-
crease as n increases As kh increases above 3, the finite difference model
becomes increasingly less accurate, although accuracy is improved somewhat by
increasing n, Even with as many as 31 nodes, the error of the finite dif-
ference modes is greater than 10 percent for kh greater than 37, In essence,
the model acts as a filter which removes those loads for which kh is large.
If the model is to be useful in deep water where large values of
kh occur, then it is obvious that a yery large number of nodes must be used
to accurately depict the force which, for large values of kh, decays rapidly
with distance below the surface. For economy of computation, it is neces-
sary to limit the number of nodes Thus, it is evident that an alternate
force model is needed—one which accurately predicts the deflected shape,
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even for large kh, without requiring an excessively large number of nodes.
Such a model is developed in Section 2.4.4,
2.4 4 The Lumped-Smeared Force Model
A force model which does not require a large number of nodes for sat-
isfactory accuracy is the lumped- smeared force model shown schematically in
Fig. 2c8, The lumped- smeared force intensity, q _ , is obtained by calculating
concentrated reactions to the distributed force, q(x), at each node and then
distributing or smearing the total concentrated reaction at each node over the
region halfway to adjacent nodes.
Consider a section of the structure between nodes ni-1 and ni+1 shown
in Fig 2,9a, Let Q . D and Q , .be the concentrated reactions at node ni
.
Summation of moments about node ni-1 in Fig. 2 9c yields
x
(ni,L h*£ J (x
- xnM ) q(x) dx (2.32)
x
ni-l
Similarly, summation of moments about node ni+1 in Fig. 2.9d results in
The lumped-smeared force intensity at node ni is, by definition,
2
(2.33)


















Lumped -Smeared Inertia Force
The iumped-smeared inertia force intensity at node ni is found











To obtain the lumped- smeared drag force intensity at node ni,







\\P^\ [cosh (2kx )
- 2 cosh (2kx
ni
) + cosh (2kx
ni+1 )]
+ 4 (2.36;
Tests of Deflected Shape Using Lumped-Smeared Wave Force Model
The analytical solutions for the deflections and end rotation of a
constant tension beam under the inertia and drag forces of Eqs. 2.26 and 2,27
are derived in Appendix B The corresponding finite difference solutions
are obtained from Eq, 2 30 with the stiffness matrix defined by Eqs. 2,12
and 2 17 and elements of the force intensity vector given by Eqs, 2,35 and
2»36c The validity of the combined finite difference structural model and
the lumped-smeared force model is measured by the parameter A, defined as
the ratio of node deflect; on or rotation calculated with the model to the
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corresponding deflection or rotation given by the analytical solution. Hence,
is the rotation ratio at x = and A /. ,^\ is the midspan deflection ratio.
In comparing the two solutions, the problem parameters have been
chosen so that the constant tension beam approximates, as nearly as possible,
typical riser installations In the ocean. Accordingly, the load distribution
5
parameter, kh, is varied from ,01 to 10 , the former value corresponding to
a practically uniform load and the latter corresponding to a practically con-
centrated load very near the right end of the beam. Appropriate values of
the parameter ., which appears in the analytical solution, are selected
by noting that y may be written as a function of the riser parameters G. and
V
_i fT~ _ i ,p—p-
The length ratio, G., of the constant tension beam is varied from 8 to 8000,
a range which includes length ratios of typical riser installations. The top
tension ratio, G
T
, of a riser is usually one or slightly larger. For this
constant tension beam study, a ratio of ^j- = 0,5 is used to approximate the
average tension in a riser with a top tension ratio of 1.0
Some results of the comparison between the finite difference solu-
tion with the lumped-smeared force model and the analytical solution are shown
in Figs- 2J0 through 2,13, Figures 2,10 and 2,11 show the variation of A
o
and a with number of nodes in the finite difference model for the
inertia force distribution of Eq, 2,26, for length ratios of 8, 216, 1000,
and 8000, and for load distributions parameters, kh, of 0,1, 10, 100, and
100,000, The same information is shown in Figs, 2,12 and 2,13 for the drag
force distribution of Eq 2 27,
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As expected, the accuracy of the finite difference model with the
lumped- smeared force system improves when the number of nodes is increased.
Better accuracy with more nodes was also shown in Fig. 2,7 for the finite
difference structural model without the lumped- smeared force model. Unlike
Fig, 2,7, however, Figs 2.10 through 2.13 show no significant loss of ac-
curacy as the parameter kh increases. Even when the applied force is essen-
tially a concentrated force very close to the end of the beam, as it is when
5
kh is 10 , the finite difference, lumped-smeared model yields results which
are accurate to within one percent when ten or more nodes are used. Thus,
the lumped-smeared force model corrects the main disadvantage of the unmodi-
fied finite difference model--its inability to accurately represent the force
distribution for all values of kh.
The lumped-smeared model has another significant characteristic.
Except for small values of kh, as would be encountered in shallow water,
the model displays a marked increase in accuracy as length ratio increases
even when only a few nodes are used. This is particularly evident in the
case of the end deflection ratios for G
L
= 1000 and 8000 Even for a model
with three nodes, when G, '- 8000 and kh is equal to or greater than 10, the
error in end rotation is ^ery small. Because the length ratio increases
with the water depth cubed, the finite difference model with the lumped-
smeared force system becomes increasingly accurate as water depth increases.
With the assumption that the validity of the finite difference,
lumped- smeared model for the constant tension beam is indicative of its
validity for the marine riser, it may be concluded that the model is an
acceptable method of representing the effect of wave drag and inertia forces
on the riser structure,
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2 5 Comparison of Riser Finite Difference Model Results With Other
Approximate Solutions
Although there is no closed-form riser solution to which the riser
finite difference model results may be compared, there are published approxi-
mate solutions which will serve as a standard for comparison. The literature
includes approximate solutions for the natural frequencies as well as the
static deflections of a marine riser
.
25 1 Comparison of Natural Frequencies
The natural frequencies and mode shapes of the finite difference
model of the marine riser were found by solving Eq. 2.19 with [K] given by
Eqs 2J2 Calculations were made by using the routine EIGENP which is
described in Section 2-4,2.
Huang and Dareing 5 have solved the characteristic differential
equation of the marine riser,
4-%i fi-u % - «2 h>M - ° < 2 - 37 >dx dx
using the infinite power series method, with y expanded into a power series
in Xo
y = [' c . x j (2.38)
j =
J
They calculated the first three natural frequencies of pipes having linear
tension variation and several end conditions, one of which corresponds to a
marine riser with zero bottom tension. Table 2.1 is a comparison of the
first three eigenvalues as given by Huang and Dareing and as calculated by
the finite difference model with thirty-one equally spaced nodes. In all
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cases, the finite difference model frequencies are slightly lower than, but
very close to, the series solution.
Another approach to the solution of Eq„ 2.37 is used by Frohrib
and Plunkett 6 who employ a perturbation method. Again, a power series is




Solution is obtained by setting coefficients of like powers of a equal to
zero.
Figure 2.14 is a comparison of the first three natural frequencies
of a marine riser with zero bottom tension as calculated by the finite dif-
ference method, the series method of Huang and Dareing, and the perturba-
tion method of Frohrib and Plunkett. Twenty- three equally spaced nodes
were used for the finite difference solutions. The finite difference model
and the series method give virtually identical results for all length ratios
from zero to 1000, The perturbation solution agrees with the other two solu-
tions for length ratios greater than 200. For lower values of G,, the per-
turbation parameter used by Frohrib and Plunkett increases rapidly, as
shown in Fig. 2.15. As in any perturbation solution, the results become
less accurate as the magnitude of the perturbation parameter increases.
The favorable agreement of the finite difference model frequencies
with those of the series and perturbation solutions suggests that the former
method is an acceptable one, at least for the first few modes of vibration
and the range of length ratios studied.
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2,5 2 Comparison of Responses to Steady Current Forces
Fischer and Ludwig u solved Eq. 1.3 using the infinite power series
method and presented their results in dimensionless form in a series of
figures From these figures may be calculated the top and bottom rotations,
maximum moment, and top shear for a given top offset and two load distribu-
tions. These two load distributions correspond to a uniform current and a
linearly varying current with bottom current velocity equal to one half of
the top current velocity.
For the purposes of comparing the finite difference model with
the series solution of Fischer and Ludwig, a test riser was selected having
the following characteristics,
D = 20 inches
Wall thickness - 0.438 inches
L = 600 feet
E - 29 x 10 pounds per square inch
w - 248 pounds per foot
Five combinations of top tension, lateral current load, and top
offset were investigated. Solutions for each of the five cases were obtained
both by using the figures of Fischer and Ludwig and the finite difference
model with various numbers of nodes. Two finite difference models were con-
sidered, one with equally spaced nodes and the second with unequally spaced
nodes, in the latter model, the node spacing in the center half of the riser
is twice as long as the node spacing in the end quarters. The results for the
five examples are given in Table 2 2.
The two finite difference models yield results which are in close
agreement w'th the series solution of Fischer and Ludwig- The agreement
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improves as the number of nodes in the finite difference model increases,
and even with as few as seventeen nodes, the agreement is yery close.
2,6 Selection of Number of Nodes in the Finite Difference Model
The number of nodes used in the finite difference model should
strike a balance between economy and accuracy. The use of more nodes than
are needed tor the accuracy desired wastes costly machine computation time,
but the use of too few nodes may produce unacceptably inaccurate results.
While this thesis does not profess to give definitive criteria for
selecting the number of nodes, the results of Sections 2.4 and 2.5 do provide
useful guidance in the absence of better criteria. Because the lumped-
smeared force model so effectively represents wave force distributions, the
controlling criteria for selection of the number of nodes will usually be the
accuracy with which the natural frequencies must be obtained. If the riser
length ratio and the number of natural modes to be considered is known,
Figo 2c 3 may be used to choose the number of nodes which correspond to the
desired accuracy of the natural frequencies t Figures 2,10 through 2.13
should also be checked to insure that the accuracy of the lumped-smeared




THE STATIC RESPONSE OF A MARINE RISER TO RANDOM WAVE FORCES
3 1 General
In Chapter 2, a mathematical model of the marine riser was de-
rived by applying the method of finite differences to the riser differen-
tial equation, and a lumped- smeared model was developed to represent the
wave force intensities at the nodes of the finite difference model. In
this and subsequent chapters, these models are used to determine riser re-
sponse to random wave forces . Consideration of dynamic effects is deferred
until Chapter 4, so that in this chapter attention may be focused on the
nondynamic effects which influence riser response
It will be shown that the random wave force may be considered to
be a stationary, zero mean, Gaussian random process Riser response param-
eters, the bottom rotation, deflections, and bending moments, which are
linear functions of the wave force intensity, are also zero mean, Gaussian
random processes because the class of Gaussian random variables is closed
under linear operations, 2 ' Thus, while it will not be possible to deter-
mine the exact response of the riser at a particular time, the model should
make it possible to calculate the probability that the response will not
exceed some tolerable level,
3.2 Method of Solution
As a typical response parameter, consider the random bottom rota-
tion, eQ
(t)o (In this thesis, a random variable is represented by a capital
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letter? and the corresponding lower case letter denotes the state variable
or range variable of the random variable), The probability that the bottom
rotation does not exceed some allowable value, e , is given by
a
ne l f (e)de
o
(3,1)
in whicn f is the probability density function. For a Gaussian bottom
o








o - the variance of the bottom rotation
o
a. = the standard deviation of the bottom rotation
o
y - the mean value of the bottom rotation
o
From Eq. 3,2 it is seen that the probability density function of a Gaussian
random variable is completely defined by its mean and variance. The mean
values can be conveniently set to zero by a transformation of coordinates.
Therefore, if it is possible to calculate the variance of the response,
then it is also possible to determine the probability associated with a
specific level of response.
Not all capitalized variables are random variables, however. For example,
I, the moment of inertia of the riser cross section and E, the modulus of
elasticity, are considered to be deterministic.
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By definition, the variance is the second central moment of a
random variable-
4 • E r ° " »e ? < 3 - 3 >
o o
where E [] denotes the operation of taking the mathematical expection.
For a zero mean random variable, the variance is the mean square value,
% " E [©2 ] (3.4)
o
Suppose that a time record of the bottom rotation, © (t), were
available. Because the variation of bottom rotation with time is a random
process, this record would be just one realization of an infinite collection
of possible records- This collection is called the ensemble, and the single
record is called a sample function.
One of the statistical quantities which could be calculated from




ee (W " E[eo (t l )eo (t2 )] (3 ' 5)
The autocorrelation function is the ensemble average of the product of the




If the random process is stationary,
then the autocorrelation function is invariant with a shift in time.
WW = W*z-v
= W T)
= E [e (t) eQ(t+ t)] (3.6)
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Equation 3,6 states that the autocorrelation function is independent of
time and depends solely on the time lag, r. If the time lag is set to
zero and the random process has a zero mean, then the autocorrelation func-
tion is identically equal to the variance,







Thus, if the autocorrelation function is known, the variance, and hence
the probability density function* may be determined
The autocorrelation function is defined in the time domain. It
is often convenient to shift from the time domain to the frequency domain
by means of a Fourier transformation By the Wiener-Khintchine theorem, 27
tne result of a Fourier transformation of the autocorrelation function of





c l n \ 1 f D I \ „-l" T A < 3 - 8 )V (B] " 37 V@n (,) e dToo ~
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where n is the frequency in radians per second and i = /T P Conversely,
the autocorrelation function is the Fourier transform of the spectral
density function,
W> • /' See We in 'd, (3.9)oo i x








The variance is seen to be the area under the spectral density function of
a zero mean stationary random process. Thus, if the response spectral den-
sity function is known, then the variance may be determined.
Throughout this thesis, S(fi) is used to denote a two-sided spectrum,
which is defined for both positive and negative frequencies and is an even
function of frequency. An equivalent way of representing the same spectrum
is as a one-sided spectrum, S(ft) - 2 S(ft) The one-sided spectrum, which
is nonzero for positive frequencies only, is more efficient tor numerical
integration.
In Sections 3,3, 3,4 and 3 5, a mathematical model is developed
for determining the static response spectral density functions, S Q (q),oo
S
y Y
{u) s and SM M (n) The subscript m refers to node m of the struc-
mni ni ni
tural model, Y ,(t) is the random deflection of node ni , and M ..(t) is the
random moment at node ni - Tne input to the model is the oceanographer's
description of the random sea surface, the one-dimensional sea surface
elevation spectral density function, S (ft), where n(t) is the random el-
evation of the sea surface above mean water 5evel s as shown in Fig, 3„1
(Although n is a random variable,-, it is represented by a lower case sym-
bol in this thesis in order to agree with the notation commonly used in
the literature). The static response spectra* density function is ob-
tained from the sea surface elevation spectral density function through a
series of intermediate relationships. These intermediate steps, which are
developed next, are
1, Calculation of the fluid kinematic spectral densities from




2. Calculation of wave force spectral densities from fluid
kinematic spectral densities by means of the Morrison force
formula, Eq, 2,23, and the lumped- smeared force model de-
veloped in Chapter 2„
3e Calculation of the static response spectral density from
the wave force spectral density by means of the finite
difference model developed in Chapter 2,
Steps 1 and 2, which are treated in Sections 3,3 and 3,4, are based on the
work of Borgman, l7 » 18 Because details of the derivation are not widely
available, they are included here.
3 3 Fluid Kinematic Spectra
The four fluid kinematic spectral density functions which are













U . (t) = the horizontal component of the random water particle
velocity at node nk
U . (t) = the horizontal component of random water particle ac-
celeration at node nk
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It is only necessary to derive an expression for S* ' (n) as a function
UnkV
of the sea surface elevation spectrum, S (n), because, as will be demon-
strated, the remaining three spectra are readily obtained from S* * (n) c
UnkV
In this thesis, the sea surface elevation spectral density
function is one-sided and defined in such a way that the area under the
spectrum is equal to the variance of the sea surface elevation. In the
literature, there appear several formulas for the spectral density of either
the wave height or the sea surface elevation for fully developed seas. Be-
cause these spectra are not all defined in the same manner, one must use
extreme care in using them for engineering analyses . Three of the more
commonly used sea surface elevation spectra are described in Appendix C c
3.3.1 Derivation of Expressions for Random Water Velocity and Acceleration
For deterministic analyses, linear wave theory is often used to
calculate the fluid velocities and accelerations associated with water
waves o For the nondeterministic model developed here, linear wave theory
is used to relate the fluid kinematic spectra to the surface elevation spec-
trum, S (n) c In order to apply linear wave theory, it is first necessary
to establish a relationship between the random sea surface elevation, n(t),
and the sea surface elevation spectral density, S . Such a relationship
may be found by using energy considerations and the spectral decomposition
theorem,
The average total energy per unit surface area of the sea, E ,
may be determined from the sea surface elevation spectrum, S . It can be
shown that26






= the unit weight of the waterY
2
a = the variance of the sea surface elevation
n
Because the mean value of n is zero, by definition, the variance is the










Combining Eq. 3,11 and 3„12 yields
00




Consider a typical sea surface elevation spectrum shown in Fig, 3,2,
Let the spectrum be divided into nc frequency components, each of size An.
It is assumed that the sea surface elevation is a stationary random process,
which, by the spectral decomposition theorem,28 is the sum of an infinite
number of sinusoidal components. Thus the random sea surface elevation may
be expressed by
n = 11m I




ic = an index denoting a component of the frequency spectrum
H. the wave height of component ic
k, = the wave number of component ic
*o = a random phase angle
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Let the random phase angles be independent with probability density func-
tions given by
f
? (*) ^ < ^ < TT
= otherwise (3.15)
Further, let the wave height of sinusoidal component ic be related deter-
ministically to the contribution to total energy density at frequency n..
Pierson 10 shows that by the central limit theorem, the sea surface eleva-
tion which results from these assumptions converges in quadratic mean to a
Gaussian random process
.
Let aE. be the contribution of sinusoidal component ic to the






The average energy per unit surface area of a sinusoidal wave with height
H is given by 26
E* = £ H
2 (3.17)
Therefore, the energy contribution of sinusoidal component ic is
Equation 3.13 may also be written
E* = y lim I S nn
Aft (3.19)




From Eqs 6 3,16 and 3.19, an alternate expression for the contribution of
sinusoidal component ic to total average energy per unit surface area is
AC y s „nic An ( 3 - 20 >
Equations 3.18 and 3.20 yield the following expression for the
wave height of sinusoidal component ic in terms of the sea surface eleva-
tion spectral density at n, .
H
ic
= 2 /2 S
nn.
A" (3 ' 21)
When Eq„ 3. 21 is substituted into equation 3.14, there results
n = I • 2 S Aft sin (k. y - si. t + v. ) (3.22)
ic=l nnic
1C 1C 1C
In the limit as Afi approaches zero and nc approaches infinity, Eq„ 3,22
becomes
00
= \ A2S" " dsi sin ( ky - fit + y)
J nn
^ (3,23)
The next step in the development of the relationship between
S {si) and S,9
,
,',
(n) is the application of linear wave theory to determine
UnkV
an expression for random velocity potential $(x,y,t), which is defined in
such a way that
U = _ i* = the random water particle velocity in the y
(horizontal) direction




The assumption of incompressible, irrotational flow and continuity re-
quirements lead to Laplace's equation,
v
2 $ = (3,24)
The velocity potential is determined by solving Eq, 3,24 and
applying the following boundary conditions. At x = 0,
& ° ( 3 - 25a >
At x = h + n
and
1 |f (3.25b:
- If If < 3 - 25c >
Equation 3, 25a states that the water velocity component perpendicular to
the ocean bottom is zero at the ocean bottom. Equation 3,25b, which is ob-
tained from Bernoulli's equation, states that the pressure is equal to
zero on the free surface. Equation 3,25c is a mathematical statement of
the condition that particles on the free surface stay there (the vertical
component of water particle velocity at the free surface equals the time
rate of change of the surface elevation). In linear wave theory, it is
assumed that the wave amplitudes are so small that satisfying Eqs, 3,25b
and 3,25c at the mean water level, x h, is nearly the same as satisfying













A solution which satisfies Eqs. 3.24 and 3.25a is
J^ C ic cosh (kicx).cos (k 1cy - n. ct + ^ (3.27)








Substitution of Eq. 3.28 into Eq. 3.27 produces the linear wave theory


















In the limit, as Aft approaches zero and nc approaches infinity,
00
j n nn cosh (kh)
cos (ky - nt + v] (3.30)
Substitution of Eqs, 3.22 and 3.29 into Eq, 3.26b leads to the following
useful relationship.
"ic






The horizontal component of random water particle velocity is




" / ¥ •rzs^Er ilrfe} • si " < k* - nt + *> < 3 - 32 '
o
The horizontal component of water particle acceleration is the derivative






+ W 37 (3 ° 33)
The last two terms of Eq 3.33 are convective acceleration terms which
• 26
may be ignored as being small compared to the temporal acceleration, —c
D . fU - f u« /~oc~—37: cosh (kxt - - J k9 y 2S nn d" cosh (kh
o
• cos (ky - nt + *) (3 34)
3,3 2 Correlation Functions of Random Water Particle Velocity
Because the random water particle velocity is a linear function
of the zero mean, Gaussian, stationary random sea surface elevation, the
water particle velocity is also a zero mean, Gaussian, stationary random
process. Therefore, the correlation function of the water velocity at
nodes nk and x\l is independent of time, t, and is a function only of the







(:) = E [U . (t) IL ,(t + t)]
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cosh (k x „)
—
r
-2i- sin (k Y. - a (t + t) +?
cosh (kh) nt
(3,35)
The right hand side of Eq, 3,35 contains four random variables -
Y . and Y „, the random deflections of nodes nk and n£ and y and ? , the
random phase angles. The random node deflections may be eliminated from
Eq. 3.35 by assuming that the node deflections are small compared to the
wave length of ocean waves „ This assumption is reasonable if the deflections
are on the order of a few feet, because typical ocean wave lengths are on
the order of a few hundred feet. Another way of stating the assumption is
that the deflections are so small compared to the wave lengths that the
water velocity and acceleration at the undeflected riser node points is
essentially the same as the water velocity and acceleration at the deflect-
ed node points.
By definition of the expectation operator, the correlation func-
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sin (-fit + k») • ^V /""is 1 dfi
^ s0 " nn cosh (k'h)
• sin (-fi' (t + t) + \\)'
)
f^' (iM')dU' di/ (3.36)
in which f „,„,'» the joint probability density function of the statistically
independent random phase angles * and * , is
fw - (*.*') = ff M V (u>')





Equation 3,36 may be rewritten in a more convenient form by interchanging
the order of integration with respect to phase angle and circular frequency
and by changing the limits of integration with respect to phase angle so
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Consider the double integral with respect to phase angle which
ends Eq, 3„38 If fl f Q , the double integral reduces to two single in-
tegrals each of whose values is zero Hence, Eq, 3,38 has a nonzero value
only when n = n and may be simplified to










-^ / / sin [-fit + ijj] sin [-n(t + t) + ^]77 .
dij; d^ dfi (3,39)
The double integral with respect to random phase angle, which is easily
evaluated by writing the product of the two sines as the sum of two co-
sines, equals 2tt cos (Qt)„ Therefore, Eq„ 3 39 reduces to
cosh (kx„,J cosh (kx„J
(n)






• cos (fix) dfi (3„40)
By virtue of Eq 3„7, the variance (if nk equals nl) or covari-
ance (if nk / nl) of the water particle velocity may be obtained by setting
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] do (3.41)U a ™ cosh 2 (kh)
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3,3.3 Spectral Density of Water Particle Velocity
The expression for S,*, ,'. (n) may be obtained by simply comparing
unkV
Eqs. 3.10 and 3.41. It is apparent that S,*, ,*, (n) must be the expression
unkV
in brackets In Eq. 3.41. A more rigorous derivation follows.
By definition, the spectral density function is the Fourier trans-
form of the correlation function
W n) = * / W° e '10T dT (3M)
X — — op
Substitution of Eq 3,40 into Eq. 3,42 yields
00 f 00
hi s2 I <s
T =_oo L q, =0
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in which the prime notation indicates the wave number and frequency terms
introduced by Eq. 3.40, Interchanging the order of integration in Eq, 3,43
leads to
.2 r i,' o , cosh (k"x . ) cosh (k'x „)
UnkV 2tt J.. n " nn cosh 2 (k'h)
-lot
cos (n t) • e
"'"T dx V 4n (3.44)
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Consider the expression in braces in Eq, 3,44. The solution of





dx = 7T [a (n + n') + s (a - n')] (3,45)
— 00
where 6() is the Dirac delta function, defined as follows,
b
J
6(x) dx = 1, a < < b
a
= 0, otherwise
6(x) =0, X f
= », x =
It follows that Eq, 3,45 may be restated
00
/ cos (n't) e
" inT
dx = 7T, n' - ± fl
-00
= 0, otherwise, (3.46)
Because of the nature of Eq, 3.46, the integral with respect to
Q in Eq, 3,44 is nonzero only when n' = ± n. Therefore, Eq, 3,44 simpli-
fies to
1 nk 7 COsh ^ kXnk) COsh ( kXn^
s
i'j ii
(n) = ? f s Ml -? —— < 3 - 47 )UnkV 2 n nn cosh 2 (kh)
and the corresponding one-sided spectrum for the horizontal component of


















3o3 4 Other Fluid Kinematic Spectra
The spectral densities, S,*,
fj (n), S;: :, (ft), and S;; ;; (ft),unkV unkV unkV
could be derived in the same manner as that used for S:, :. (n), by writing
unkV
the corresponding correlation functions, substituting Eqs„ 3 32 and 3 34,
and performing a Fourier transformationo A shorter derivation is possible,
however, and will be used here.
To obtain S,'. ;; (n) in terms of S:, :, (n), it is only necessaryW W
to recognize that
J7 S U U {n)
= °
St nkV









4 / *UnkV (x) e -lfiT (3,50)
The partial derivative of the correlation function is given by
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T7 \kuJ^ * £ ECu nk (t)U n,(t + 01
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nk
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which, when substituted into Eq» 3,50 results in










But the two Fourier transforms in Eq, 3.52 are, by definition, spectral
density functions . Hence,
Sn ;; (n) = in s:. :. (n) (3.53)
unkV unkV
and for the one-sided spectrum,
Sm
fj
(n) = in S:. • (n) (3.54)
In like manner by using the relationships
77 RU ll (t)
=
" R
ii if ^ < 3 ° 55a )aT nkV UnkV
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3.3.5 Modification of the Input Sea Surface Elevation Spectrum by Linear
Wave Theory
It has been shown that the fluid kinematic spectral density func-
tions may be expressed in terms of the sea surface elevation spectral den-
sity. In a sense, the ocean acts as a linear filter whose input is the sur-
face elevation spectrum and whose outputs are the fluid kinematic spectra
at all locations, x, throughout the water column. In this thesis linear
wave theory is used to model the effect of the ocean on the input spectrum.
A convenient way to regard the effect of the ocean on the input
spectrum is to examine the power transfer function, r(fi), which is defined
as the ratio of the output spectral density to the input spectral density 3 °
r(o) -
S
output (n)() S input < n > < 3 < 57 >
Consider the water velocity and acceleration spectral densities at node x .
as outputs with the ocean acting as linear filter. These spectra may be
















































Figures 3,3 and 3,4 demonstrate the manner in which the ocean
modifies the input sea surface elevation spectral density. The input spec-
trum shown is that of Pierson and Moskowitz for a wind velocity of twenty
knots and is given by Eq, C.4 of Appendix C„ The power transfer functions
and output kinematic spectra shown are for a water depth of six hundred feet
and for distances below the surface of one, five, and ten percent of the
total depth, that is, six, thirty, and sixty feet below the surface. Two
distinct effects are seen in the figures. First, except for frequencies
approaching zero, the output kinematic spectral densities decrease as dis-
tance below the surface increases. Secondly, except for locations ^/ery near
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the surface, the ocean filters out the high frequency portion of the input
sea surface elevation spectrum. This latter effect becomes more pronounced
as distance below the surface increases. It may be concluded that the lower
frequency components of the input spectrum influence the output kinematic
spectra to greater distances below the surface than the higher frequency
components do.
Figure 3,5 shows profiles of root mean square water velocity for
various wind velocities, a water depth of six hundred feet, and the Pierson-
Moskowitz sea surface elevation spectrum. Throughout the water column the
root mean square water velocity, which is the square root of the integral of
the water particle velocity spectral density function, increases with an
increase in wind velocity, For a given wind velocity, the root mean square
water velocity decreases as distance below the surface increases. This ef-
fect is caused by the reduction in spectral density and the removal of high
frequency components of the input spectrum by the ocean as represented by
linear wave theory,
3.4 Wave Force Spectra
In this section, the relationship between the fluid kinematic
spectra developed in Section 3„3 and the wave force spectra is derived.
The model used to express the random wave force intensity in terms of the
fluid kinematic parameters is the nondeterministic version of Morrison's
formula, 25













= Cj p ^~ (3,61b)
In Eq, 3,60, the drag and inertia coefficients, mass density, and diameter
are deterministic quantities, and the wave force intensity, P(x,t), and
fluid velocity and acceleration, U and U, are random.
The random wave force is composed of a drag component which is a
nonlinear function of the random water particle velocity and inertia com-
ponent which is a linear function of the random water particle acceleration.
The presence of the nonlinear velocity term complicates the solution be-
cause it precludes the use of a superposition technique,
3.4,1 The Linearized Wave Force Model
The troublesome nonlinearity in the velocity term may be removed
by the method of equivalent linearization, which is described in detail by
Lin 27 and used by Borgman 17 ' 18 and others 19 ' 20 to linearize wave drag forces
The essence of the method is to replace the nonlinear term, U|Uj, with a
statistically linearized term, C U, where C is a constant. The resulting
random error, E is
E = U | U | - C U (3,62)
The coefficient C is determined such that the mean square value of the
error is minimized.
£ [ E (E2 ) ] = (3,63)
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Because the operations of differentiation and determining the expected
value are both linear, Eq. 3.63 may be written
E [2E || ] - (3.64)
The substitution of Eq. 3.62 into Eq. 3,64 yields
- 2 E [U
2
j U





Because U is a zero mean random variable, E [U ] a
J
, the variance of the
velocity. Therefore Eq„ 3.65 may be written
(3.66)
The numerator of Eq„ 3.66 is evaluated by noting that for U < 0,
|U| = - U, and for U > 0, |Uj = U. Hence,
E [U







+ f u 3
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where fr. (u) is the normal probability density function given by
1
















iuj = vl an3 < 3 < 69 :
When Eq„ 3,69 is substituted into Eq 3.66, there results
c
=VF°u (3 - 70)
The value of C determined by Eq„ 3 70 minimizes the mean square random error,
E, because
ac
E( E2) . £ C E [2E |f ] >
= 2 E [U
2
]
= 2 oQ 2 (3,71)
2
and the variance, cr, , must be nonnegative. The linearized version of the
wave force equation may now be written
P(x,t) = C«"Yf a^ U(x,t) + C a O(x.t) (3o72)
Because the random force intensity given by Eq, 3, 72 is a linear function of
the zero mean, Gaussian, stationary velocity and acceleration, the force in-
tensity is also zero mean, Gaussian, and stationary,
3.4,2 Correlation Function of the Random Wave Force Intensity
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Substitution of Eq. 3.72 into Eq. 3„73 leads to
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a UnkV
3,4.3 Wave Force Spectral Densities
The wave force spectral density is obtained by taking the Fourier
transform of the corresponding correlation function.
oo
Sp
p (Q) = J- / Rp p (n) e
" i ^ T
dr (3.75)
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a UnkV
Equation 3,77 may be further simplified by employing Eqs 3 54 and 3„ 56
S
p p
(n) = [ C- - or. or. + in C-C _\l ~ (a* o* )





] Sj n (Q) (3,78)
a UnkV
Equations 3„78 and 3.48 constitute a mathematical link between the input
to the problem - the surface elevation spectrum - and the spectral density
function of the wave force intensities.
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3,4,4 Introduction of the Lumped-Smeared Force Model
The accuracy of response calculations may be improved by incor-
porating the lumped-smeared force representation developed in Chapter 2
into the nondeterministic force model , Consider Eq. 3.78, which with the





cosh (kh) cosh (kh)
(3.79)
The last two terms in Eq, 3„79, the fractions involving the hyperbolic
cosines, represent the spatial variation of the random force intensity
along the riser axis. The term
cosh (kh) is also a s Patial modifier
for the inertia force, as indicated by Eq, 2,26, In the lumped-smeared
force system, the ratio of hyperbolic cosines is replaced by the spatial
modifier, q ,(n), which is given by Eq, 2.35. The lumped-smeared force
representation is introduced into the nondeterministic model by replacing
the hyperbolic cosine ratios in Eq, 3,79 with the lumped-smeared spatial





(n) = [ c« f or, erfj
'nk'V u * unk V
\ k ' °uj + C a 2 fi2 3
^3 2 q nk (n) ^(0)5^(0) (3.80)
3.5 Response Spectra
The final step in the calculation of the nondeterministic static
response of the riser is that relating the random wave forces to the random
response . Response parameters of interest are the node deflections and mo-
ments and the bottom rotation of the riser. The approach adopted here is to
first calculate the spectral densities of the node deflections and express
the remaining response spectra in terms of these deflection spectra.
3.5.1 Random Node Deflections
Let (Y(t)} be an n by 1 vector of random node deflections caused
by the random wave forces, {P(t)}. The random deflections are related to
the random force intensities by
[K] {Y(t)} = {P(t)> (3.81)
in which the stiffness matrix [K] is defined by Eqs„ 2.12, To obtain (Y(t)},
Eq. 3.81 is premultiplied by [K] .
(Y(t)} = [K]" 1 {P(t)> (3.82)
A form of Eq 3.82 which is useful for calculating the correlation functions
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and spectral densities of the deflections is
Y
ni (« = I K'nU Pnk^) < 3 < 83 >
nk=l
Because the node deflections are linear functions of the random force in-
tensities, they are zero mean, Gaussian, and stationary.
By definition, the correlation function of the response at nodes
ni and nj is given by
R
Y v
(t) « E [ Y . (t) Y . (t + t) ] (3.84)
ni'nj MJ
When Eq 3.83 is substituted into Eq 3„84 and the order of summation and




* L Kni,nk Knj,n£V,P ,M < 3 ° 85 >Y
ni
Y
nj n k=i nl-l
"""" "J "^ r nk' nl
The response spectral density is obtained by a Fourier transfor-
mation of the correlation function„
S
Y Y
(fl) = ~ f RY Y (x) e
" inx
di (3,86)
ni nj 2tt J ni nj
Substituting Eq 3 85 into Eq. 3,86 and interchanging the order of integra-
tion and summation leads to
W° = 11 ^UCVn^ (3 - 8?)
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Equation 3,87, together with Eq. 3,80 may be used to calculate the spectral
density of the random static deflection resulting from the random sea des-
cribed by the sea surface elevation spectrum, S (fi),
3.5,2 Random Bottom Rotation
Consider the random bottom rotation, © (t), defined as the slope
of the deflection curve, Y(x,t), at x = 0,
e (t) = JL Y (0,t) (3.88)
By using Eq, 2.3, a finite difference version of Eq, 3,88 may be written,
o




where Y , is the deflection of an imaginary node located a distance
J
IO Ullt U6I l«WOIWII Wl "II III.U3 I IIVAI JT IIWUV- .V^WU«-« U V^IJOUII^V- .
below the riser bottom. Because the bending moment at the bottom of the
riser is zero, Y_, (t) = -Y-, (t), as shown by Eq. 2.9b, and
e = 5-i-l Y
1
(t) (3.90)
The autocorrelation function of the bottom rotation is
R
e e
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3.5,3 Random Bending Moments
Like the bottom rotation spectral density, the bending moment spec-
tral density may be determined from the deflection spectral densities. Let
M(x,t) be the wave-induced random bending moment at coordinate x and M . (t)
be the random bending moment at node ni . From small deflection beam theory,




M(x,t) = - EI 2-4- (3,94)
9X
Equation 3,94 is transformed into finite difference form by introducing
Eq, 2,2 for the second derivative,
M
ni





This transformation between random node deflections and random node moments
is conveniently expressed in matrix form,
i M(t) } = [ J ]{ Y(t) } (3,96)










ni = l,n (3,97a)
J
ni,ni + 1 "
" EI (^f1 )
2
• "1 - l.n-1 (3^7b)
J
ni,ni-1 " -EU^-1) 2 , ni= 2,n (3.97c)
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A convenient form of Eq, 3.96, which takes account of the banded
nature of [ J ], is
ni+1
M





(t) (3 ' 98)m
nk=ni-l
m , K K
The correlation function of the random moment at node ni and the
random moment at node nj is
R
M .M




+ t) ] (3 ' 99)
ni nj J








ni nj nk=ni-l n£=nj-l ' K j ' ^ nkV
A Fourier transformation of both sides of Eq. 3J00 results in
ni+1 nj+1
S
M M (°> - I I J ni nk J n^ nl S Y Y {n) (3J01)
n1 nj nk=ni-l n£=nj-l m , K j>lU nkV
3,6 Sample Problem
In this chapter, a model for calculating the response of a marine
riser to random wave forces has been developed without consideration of
dynamic effects, In order to illustrate the influence of nondynamic effects
on the response, a sample problem has been solved with the use of this
model
.







D = 20 inches
h=L = 609 feet







w = 248 pounds per foot
The ratio of top tension to riser submerged weight is 1,2, and drag and
inertia coefficients are 1„0 and 1.5 respectively . A finite difference
model with 31 equally spaced nodes is used to represent the riser, and the
random sea surface elevation is taken as that described by the Pierson-
Moskowitz spectrum.
If the entire mathematical model is considered to be a linear
system whose input is the sea surface elevation spectral density function
and whose output is a response spectrum such as the bottom rotation spectral
density, then the problem may be expressed as






(n) is the bottom rotation power transfer function of the system.
o
From Eqs, 3.80, 3,87, and 3,93, it follows that the bottom rotation power
transfer function is given by
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Figures 3.6a, 3,6b, 3.6c and 3.6d show the input sea surface ele-
vation spectral density, the bottom rotation power transfer function, and
the static bottom rotation spectral density for wind velocities of 10, 20,
30, and 40 knots, The variation of variance and standard deviation of the
bottom rotation with wind velocity is shown in Fig, 3.7a and 3,7b.
In all cases, the bottom transfer function decreases markedly with
increasing frequency. It may be concluded then that the effect of linear
wave theory, the Morrison force formula, and the structural response to
static wave loads, is to filter out the high frequency components of the
sea surface elevation spectrum. This is illustrated in Fig, 3,6a through
3»6d where, in each case, the output bottom rotation spectrum has a narrower
frequency band (is more sharply peaked) than the input sea surface elevation
spectrum.
For low wind velocities, the static response of the riser is al-
most entirely a result of the inertia force. At a wind velocity of 30 knots,
that part of the response caused by drag force is perceptible, and at a wind
velocity of 40 knots, the effect of the drag force is appreciable. The ra-
pid increase in the importance of the drag force at higher wind velocities




THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF A MARINE RISER TO RANDOM WAVE FORCES
4.1 General
A major objective of this thesis is the development of a mathe-
matical model for predicting the random dynamic response of a marine drill-
ing riser to the random forces produced by ocean waves . Parts of this model
are derived in the preceding two chapters . A finite difference structural
model and a lumped-smeared force model are developed in Chapter 2 and are
combined with linear wave theory and Morrison's force equation in Chapter 3
to formulate a model for determining the static response of the riser to
random sea waves. Dynamic considerations are purposely avoided in Chapter 3
in order to simplify the overall development and focus attention on how the
input sea surface elevation spectrum is modified or filtered by linear wave
theory and Morrison's force formulae In this chapter, response spectral
density functions are derived with dynamic effects considered.
Some of the relationships derived in Chapters 2 and 3 for the
static riser problem remain valid for the dynamic problem. The power trans-
fer functions relating fluid kinematic spectra to sea surface elevation spec-
tra are equally applicable whether the problem is static or dynamic. As
shown in Section 2„4„2 S the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the riser,
which are needed in the dynamic analysis, may be obtained by using the finite
difference model- The lumped-smeared system of representing wave force in-




A unique feature of the dynamic riser problem is that the random
wave force intensity is dependent upon the random riser response. The
hydrodynamic force intensity is a function not of the absolute water par-
ticle velocity and acceleration, but of the relative velocity and accelera-
tion of the water particles with respect to the structure. In addition to
modifying the wave force, wave structure interaction also produces a hy-
draulic damping effect on the structural response.
The method used here for determining the dynamic response of the
riser to water waves is adapted from recently published works of Foster 19
and Malhotra and Penzien, 20 * 21 who developed methods for calculating the
random response of offshore towers to ocean waves» The method is modified
as necessary to meet the requirements of the riser problem.
4o2 Equation of Motion for Dynamic Riser Problem
The governing differential equation of the marine riser is Eq„ 1 „3
which is repeated here for convenience
EI A. T(x) dfj-wfjf . p(x ) (1.3)
dx dx
When dynamic effects are significant, the riser deflection, y, is a function
not only of position, x, but also of time, t, and the derivatives in Eq 1.3
are properly written as partial derivatives.
4 2





The lateral force on the riser, p(x,t), may consist of several
components—a random hydrodynamic force, a force whose effect is equivalent
to that of a random top offset, a d'Alembert force caused by opposition of
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the riser mass to acceleration, and a damping force which is also opposed




p(x,t) = P(x,t) + P(x,t) - m i-i-- P (x,t) (4.2)
n L u
where
P(x,t) = the random hydrodynamic force
P(x,t) = the force intensity equivalent to a random top
offset
m = riser system mass per unit length
P
D
(x,t) = the damping force
4.2.1 Equation of Motion in Matrix Form
When the method of finite differences is applied to Eq, 4.1, the
riser is replaced by a system having n equally spaced nodes and n degrees
of freedom. The terms on the left side of Eq. 4.1 are gathered into the
stiffness matrix defined by Eqs 2.12, and Eq. 4.1 assumes the form
Mnxn "W'nxl " Wt»nxl < 4 - 3 >
In Eq. 4.3, the force vector ip(t)} may be replaced by its constituent
forces as given in Eq, 4.2,
tp(t)} - (P(t)} + {P(t)l - [^m J {Y} - [c]{Y} (4.4)
where
(P(t)} = a vector of random hydrodynamic force intensities
{P(t)} = a vector of force intensities which are equivalent
to the top offset
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FmJ = an nxn diagonal mass matrix
[c] = an nxn matrix of clamping coefficients
{Y} = a vector of random riser accelerations at the nodes
{Yl = a vector of random riser velocities at the nodes
[c]{YI = a vector of damping force intensities
Consideration of the effect of random top offset is deferred until Chapter 5.
For the present, {P(t)l is taken as zero.
The applied random hydrodynamic force intensity is a function of
the fluid velocity and fluid acceleration, as indicated by Eq. 2,23. The
fluid velocity may consist of a steady current and an unsteady component
caused by surface waves, The effect of a steady current is studied in Chap-
ter 5c For the present discussion, the steady current is taken as zero, and
the fluid velocity is solely that caused by waves. If the structure responds
to the applied force in such a way that the structural velocities and acceler-
ations are significant with respect to the fluid velocities and accelerations,
then the wave forces of Eq 2,23 should be written as functions of the rela-
tive fluid velocity and acceleration with respect to the structure.
Let V be the relative velocity of the water with respect to the
structure and V be the relative acceleration of the water with respect to
the structure.
V = U - Y (4,5a)
V = U - Y (4,5b)
The variables V and V are both linear functions of zero-mean Gaussian random
variables and are therefore also zero-mean Gaussian random variables.
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When wave structure interaction is considered, Morrison's formula
Eq. 2.23, assumes the form





JtpDV|V| + Cj P \ V (4.6)
or in matrix form






Equations 4.3, 4 4, and 4,7 combine to yield the following
L^mJ{Y} + [c]{Y} + [K]{Y] = Cq{V|V|} + (yi/} (4,8)
Equation 4.8 represents, in matrix form, the n simultaneous differential
equations of motion for an n degree-of-freedom finite difference model of
a marine riser subjected to random wave forces. The drag force term is a
nonlinear function of the relative velocity. This nonlinearity will be re-
moved by the method of equivalent linearization which was introduced in
Section 3.4 J.
4.2.2 Linearization of the Equation of Motion
The technique of linearization used here is essentially the same
as that used by Malhotra and Penzien. 20 First the structural displacement,




(Y) = {Ul - (V) (4,9a)
{Y> = (L)} - (VI (4.9b)
(Y} = {U} - {V} (4.9c)
In Eq. 4,9a, (U) and {V"j are vectors of the absolute and relative fluid dis-
placements at the nodes, Equations 4.9 follow from Eqs. 4.5. When Eqs, 4.9
are substituted into Eq. 4.8 and the resulting terms are rearranged, the n
simultaneous differential equations are expressed in a relative coordinate
system with respect to the riser structure.
O
e
_]{V} + [c]{V} + [K]{V} + C.{V|V|} = [TmO{U}
+ [c]{L)} + [K]{U) (4.10)
where
and ["I J is the unit diagonal matrix
.
In Eq, 4.10, there is one nonlinear term involving the relative
fluid velocity with respect to the structure. This nonlinearity will be
removed by the method of equivalent linearization. Let
[C]{V} + C-{V|V|} = [c]{V} + {E} (4.11)
where [c] is a matrix of modified damping coefficients and {E} is a vector
of the errors which result when [c](V} is used to replace the two terms on
the left side of Eq. 4.11,
CE) = ([c] - [c]){V) + C.{V|V|} (4.12)
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Elements of the error vector are functions of the random variable V, and
hence are random variables themselves. It is convenient to let
c • • = c . . for ni / nj (4 13)vm ,nj m , nj J v '
that is, the off-diagonal terms of [c] are assumed to be identical to the
off-diagonal terms of [c]. This is a reasonable assumption because it
simply implies that the hydraulic damping force at a given node is inde-
pendent of the relative velocity at other nodes. This assumption permits
an uncoupling of Eq„ 4,12, which may now be written
nj nj,nj -nj,nj' nj u nj ' nj
'
v '
To linearize Eq, 4.10, elements of the modified damping matrix
[c] are selected such that the mean square values of the elements of the
random error vector, {E}, are minimized. The mean square error is the second
moment of the error or the expected value of the square of the error.
E^ - E [ l ( cnj,nj-?nj,no)Vnj + Cu%^njl }2 ] < 4 - 15 '
The mean square error is minimum with respect to c . . when
~nj ,nj
{E[E? 4 ]} = (4,16)
In Eq 4,16, the partial derivative and the expectation, both being linear
operations, may be interchanged.
3E .













Substitution of Eqs, 4.14 and 4.18 into Eq, 4.17 results in
2E{[(c . . - c . .) V . + OV .IV .|]«[-V .]} = (4.19)LV
nj,nj -nj.nj' nj u nj ' nj
'
J L
nj J/ l '
Equation 4.19 may be rearranged by combining terms and taking constants
outside the expectation operator.
-(c . . - c . .) E[V 2 .] - C-E[V 2 IV .1] = (4,20)v
nj,nj nj.nj' L nj J u L nj ' nj IJ v ;
Solution of Eq 4 20 for c. . results in






Because the relative fluid velocity at node nj, V ., is a zero-
mean Gaussian random variable,
E[V* ] - c? (4^22)
J
nj
From Eq, 3.69, it follows that
WnAjU -VH (4 - 23:
Substitution of Eqs, 4,22 and 4,23 into Eq. 4.21 leaves
Snj.nj * c nj,nj +W \ (4 ' 24:
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Equations 4 13 and 4 24 are conveniently expressed in matrix form
[c] [c] + C; r~oyj (4.25)
where FajJ is an nxn diagonal matrix of standard deviations of the rela-
tive fluid structure velocity at the riser nodes.
The modified damping matrix, [c], given by Eq. 4 25, minimizes










and the variance is always non-negative. With the mean square error mini-
mized, an approximation to Eq. 4,11 may be made by dropping the error vector
[c]{V> + C- {V|V|} - [c]{V) (4.27)
Equation 4,27 is suitable for substitution into the matrix form of the
equations of motion, Eq, 4 JO,
CTm
e
J{V) + [c]{V] + [K]{V} = [-mJ{U} + [c]{U]
+ [K]{U (4,28)
Equation 4,28 may be transformed from the relative coordinate sys-
tem back into the absolute system by utilizing Eqs. 4,5 and the relationship
IV} = {Ul - iYl






J{Y} + [c](Y} + [K]{Y1 = (O^ - ^mJ){U}





J - [m] = C
a
[MJ




J{Y} + [c]{Y} + [K]{Y> = C^U} + C."yjr [^ J{U} (4,31)
Equation 4,31 is the linearized version of the nonlinear equation of motion,
Eq. 4.8, relating random riser node displacements, {Y(t)} to random water
particle velocities and accelerations, {U(t)> and {U(t)}.
In Eq. 4.31, the drag force and the modified damping matrix are
functions of the matrix of standard deviations of the relative fluid velo-
city, which is itself a function of the response. Therefore, an iterative
procedure is required for the solution of Eq. 4,31.
4.2.3 Technique of Solution of Linearized Equations of Motion.
The equation of motion in matrix form, Eq. 4,31, actually repre-
sents n simultaneous differential equations* To obtain a solution relating
{Y} to the random water particle kinematics, a choice of techniques is
available. Solving a similar problem for an offshore platform model with




complex-valued mode superposition as outlined by Hurty and Rubinstein- A
more convenient and efficient method for the riser, which has many more deg-
rees of freedom, is classical mode superposition. With a technique similar
to that of Malhotra and Penzien, 20 the n equations of motion, Eq. 4,31, may
be uncoupled by using the orthogonal properties of the classical normal modes
Uncoupling the damping terms requires some additional approximations to the
damping matrix
Use of the normal mode superposition technique requires knowledge
of the structure's natural frequencies of vibration (eigenvalues) and cor-
responding mode shapes (eigenvectors) In Section 4=3, solution of the
eigenvalue problem is discussed. The following section (Section 4.4) then
deals with the application of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues to the pro-
blem of uncoupling and solving the equations of motiono
4 3 The Riser Eigenvalue Problem - Natural Frequencies and Mode Shapes
To determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the marine
riser, it is necessary to solve the undamped free vibration problem, which
is stated mathematically by writing Eq, 4 31 without the damping term and
with no appl led force,
O^tYf + [K]{Y] - {0} (4.32)
It is assumed that Eq, 4.32 possesses solutions of the form
Y .(t) = A cos (u>t + y) (4 33
iij




Upon the introduction of Eq, 4.34, Eq„ 4 32 becomes
-[^m
e
J w 2 {Y} + [K]{Y} = {0} (4,35)
When Eq, 4,35 is premulti plied by -s- [K]" , there results
-[K]" 1 ^m
e
J{Y} + ^ {Y} = {0} (4.36)
Let [D] = [K]~ ["m ^] be the dynamical matrix Then, Eq, 4.36 simplifies
to the characteristic equation
[D]{Y} = ^ {Y} ( 4 ° 37 )
Solutions to Eq. 4.37 are the natural frequencies, w , and corresponding
(r)
mode shapes, (V M -. , of the marine riser.
Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the marine riser were calculated
with the University of Illinois subroutine EIGENP, described in Chapter 2.
The favorable agreement of the eigenvalues for the first three modes with
other published solutions is also discussed in Chapter 2.
The solution for the r mode satisfies Eq. 4.37















} = [K]U (r) } (4.39)
Equation 4,39 will prove useful in uncoupling the equations of motion for
forced vibration in Section 4,4,
4o3.1 Behavior of Riser Frequencies
It is instructive to compare the fundamental frequencies of marine
risers to the fundamental frequencies of other structures which belong to
the same family. Such other structures include the constant tension beam,
the two limiting cases of which are the simple beam and the unstiffened
(constant tension) string, and the hanging chain (or string with variable
tension), which is the limiting case of the riser when the flexural stiff-
ness approaches zero. Figures 4.1 and 4,2 show the variation of the funda-
mental frequencies of these structures with the cube root of the length
ratio, G. , for top tension ratios of 1.0 and 1.2 respectively. For the
constant tension beam and the unstiffened string, corresponding average
tension ratios of 0,5 and 0.7 were used to compute the natural frequencies
From Figs, 4.1 and 4,2, it is possible to make several observa-
tions regarding the behavior of the fundamental riser frequency. The con-
stant tension beam frequency constitutes an upper bound on the fundamental
riser frequency, A lower bound is given by the larger of the hanging chain
frequency or the simple beam frequency. As the tension ratio increases,
the difference between upper and lower bounds decreases. As G
L
decreases,
the fundamental riser frequency approaches that of the constant tension
beam; as G. increases, the fundamental riser frequency approaches that of
the hanging chain (A conclusion similar to this latter observation was
reached by Frohrib and Plunkett 6 who found that bending stiffness has a
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small effect on the natural frequencies of long drill strings,) These
observations are useful in estimating the fundamental riser frequency if
that frequency is unknown.
It is also of interest to study the variation of the first few
riser frequencies with water depth for a given riser section. Figures
4,3 and 4.4 show this variation for the first five frequencies of a typical
riser section and for top tension ratios of 1.0 and 1.2 respectively. In
general, the frequency for a given mode decreases as water depth increases
and as top tension ratio decreases As water depth increases, the differ-
ence between the natural frequencies of various modes decreases, that is,
the natural frequencies become more closely grouped along the frequency
axis- The significance of this latter observation is that for a given riser
section and a given sea surface elevation spectrum, the number of modes which
make an appreciable contribution to the dynamic response tends to increase
as water depth increases,
4.3.2 Natural Frequencies of the Riser With Static Curvature
The preceding discussion regarding riser frequencies applies to
risers with no static curvature. In practice, real risers almost always
have some static curvature because of the top offset which results from
lateral motion of the floating surface support platform, Frohrib and
Plunkett 6 have shown that a drill string suspended in such a way that it
deforms under its own weight has natural frequencies which differ from those
of a vertical drill string. It will be shown here, however, that for top
offsets which are consistent with small allowable bottom rotations, the
natural frequencies of the riser may be taken as those for the case of no
static curvature.

According to Frohrib and Plunkett, 6 the characteristic equation
for the drill string with static curvature and with vibration limited to
the plane of that static curvature is given by
"4-T4-&r^-2T&)y (4.40)
dx dx dx
where y(x) is the dynamic component of motion and yr is the static deflection,
Because the axial tension, T, is not necessarily vertical, dT/dx is not
exactly equal to w, the submerged weight of the string per unit length.
Consider the axial tension in a marine riser. The maximum slope
in a riser with top offset occurs at the lower end and is limited to a few
degrees by the nature of the bottom joint. Even if the bottom rotation is
as much as five degrees, the vertical component of the tension, T , is nearly
equal to the total tension, T.
T
x







Thus, if the bottom rotation is limited to a small angle, the axial tension
may be considered as being essentially vertical in direction and the deri-
vative of axial tension with respect to the vertical coordinate may be taken
as the riser submerged weight per unit length.
The last term in Eq, 4 40 is a function of the static curvature,
2 2
d y,/dx o The magnitude of the static curvature for a given top offset
3depends, to a great extent, upon the length ratio, G. = wL /EI, If the
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riser is infinitely stiff, then G
L
is zero, and a top offset results in a
rigid body rotation with constant slope along the riser and no curvature,
As stiffness decreases and G. increases, a given top offset results in an
increasingly large static curvature, and the last term of Eq. 4.40 assumes
greater importance There must be some range of values of G, commencing at
zero and extending to some upper limit, in which the curvature term has a
negligible effect on the natural frequencies. If the riser length ratios
are within this range, then the solution to the eigenvalue problem for the
vertical riser is a yery good approximation to the solution for the riser
with static curvature,
Another approach may be used to demonstrate the applicability of
the vertical riser solution to the static curvature case. In their investi-
gations, Frohrib and Plunkett 6 found that even for unstiffened strings, if
the ratio of the horizontal reaction to the weight of the string is small
enough, then static curvature has little influence on the natural frequencies
Figure 4 5 shows the variation of this horizontal reaction ratio with bottom
rotation for some typical risers with static curvature caused by a top off-
set. For a given rotation, the horizontal reaction ratio decreases as stiff-
ness decreases (that is, as G. increases) . The horizontal reactions corres-
ponding to nser rotations of a few degrees are in the range where Frohrib
and Plunkett found that static curvature has little effect on the natural
frequencies.
It may be concluded therefore, that if the riser bottom rotation
is limited to a few degrees, then the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the
vertical riser are close approximations to the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the riser with top offset. The analysis of the riser with random top

offset Is greatly simplified by this situation. It should be remembered,
however, that for a riser installation in which large bottom rotations are
permitted and do occur, the use of the vertical riser eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors for analysis may result in unacceptable errors.
4.4 Solution of the Equations of Motion
The solution of the linearized equations of motion, which are
represented in matrix form by Eq= 4.31, is accomplished in two steps.
First, because the n equations are simultaneous, it is necessary to perform
a transformation which uncouples them. The n independent equations which
result from the transformation may then be solved using conventional methods
of vibration analysiSo
4.4.1 Uncoupling the Equations of Motion
It is convenient to replace the hydrodynamic force terms in
Eq : 4c 31 with a single random force intensity vector, (P(t)}.
{p(t)> c
a




} U (2) } . . . U (nm) }] (4.43)
be a matrix of node deflections for all modes beginning with the fundamental
mode and including the mode nm, where nm is the number of modes considered
in the problem. The total number of modes for the finite difference model
of the riser structure is n, so that nm can take any value from 1 to n. In
many problems, only the lower modes make a significant contribution to the
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structural response, and for that reason nm is chosen to be something
less than n.
A useful property of 0] is its orthogonality with respect to




J[*] = [-M\j (4.44)
where [$] is the transpose of matrix [<j>]. For the risers studied herein,
the effective mass per unit length is a constant over the length of the
riser. Furthermore, the EIGENP routine used to determine the riser eigen-
vectors produces an eigenvector matrix which is scaled in such a way that
[*]
T
[>] = MJ (4.45)












Equation 4.46 will be employed later in this section.
In the normal mode superposition method, the node deflections are
expressed as a combination of contributions from nm normal modes.
where Z (t) is the normal coordinate for the r mode of vibration, The
variable Z (t) is a random variable; the normal mode matrix, [<j>], is not
random. Equation 4.31 may be transformed into the normal coordinate system
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by means of Eq, 4.47.
[^m
e
O[d)]{Z} + [c][<|.] {Z} + [K][co]{Z} = IP} (4,48)
The useful relationship expressed by Eq 4,39, which is true for




where [^w^J is a diagonal matrix of the squares of the natural circular fre-
quencies and u) is the square of the r natural frequency, The position
of ["go J in Eq 4.49 is critical. Column r of [<f>] represents the r eigen-
(r) (r) 2
vector H v '}. For each element of i<t> v '} to be multiplied by w , it is nee-
essary that [~to ^J follow [<}>] on the right hand side of Eq. 4.49. Substitu-
tion of Eq, 4,49 into Eq, 4, 48 eliminates the stiffness matrix.
rm
e
J[(D]{Z} + [c][4>]{Z} + rm
e
OU][r<Aj{Z} = {P} (4 = 50)
The key to uncoupling Eq, 4,50 is to premultiply each term of the
equation by [<j>] =
M T [^m
e









J{Z} = [4»] T {Pl (4.51)
By means of Eq, 4 46, Eq 4,51 may be simplified to







is the modal damping matrix. All of the terms of Eq, 4.52 are uncoupled
except the damping term. Unless [C ] is a diagonal matrix, Eq. 4,52 remains
a system of nm simultaneous differential equations and all that has been
achieved so far is to reduce the number of unknowns from n to nm. The
modal damping matrix, [C ], is not, in general, a diagonal matrix, although,
as it is shown in Section 4=6, the diagonal terms will predominate over
the off-diagonal elements when damping is treated in a suitable manner,
Malhotra and Penzien 20 present a useful technique by which the




]{Z} = IrcVUZ) + \E] (4.54)
where ["C
-J is a diagonal matrix of equivalent damping coefficients and
{E} is an error vector resulting from the substitution of ["C J{Z} for
[C ]{Zh Because the vector {Z} is random, elements of the error vector lEl
are also random. In Eq, 4.54, there are two unknown matrices, ["C
-J and {E}
It is therefore possible to choose [~C
-J in such a way as to minimize the
errors {EL Because the errors are random, they will be minimized in a
mean square sense.
Equation 4,54 represents nm equations of the form
nm
. * .
V C Z=CZ+E (4.55)
*
The value of C is determined from the requirement that the mean square
o




The expectation and differentiation operators in Eq. 4.56 are linear and
thus may be interchanged.
2E[E -/-] (4.57)





C Z - C Z (4,58)
3E
r




Substitution of Eqs» 4.58 and 4.59 into Eq. 4.57 leaves
nm , . * .
,,
EE-I C ZZ + C Z;] (4.60)
s=l °r,s
r s r,r r
Interchanging the order of the expectation and addition operations yields
nm . . * . 9
-I C E[Z ZJ + C E[Zp = (4,61
s=l °r,s
r s r,r r








which is the covariance of the time derivatives of the normal coordinates
for modes r and s, Furthermore,
<$ 4,i
r
which is the variance of the time derivative of the normal coordinate for
mode r.










The selection of C for all r using Eq„ 4.62 minimizes the mean square















and the variance is always non-negative. When the error is minimized, it










<Z} + Fc!]{Z} + m
e
[>2.J{Z} = [<i>] T {P} (4.65)















= U (f) } T (P} (4.66)
4.4.2 Solution of the Uncoupled Equations of Motion
The solution to Eq, 4,66 is obtained by using the convolution
integral (also referred to as Duhamel's integral) to obtain an expression
for the random normal coordinate of the r mode, First each term of Eq,










< p > ^4,67)
e e
Next, two new variables are introduced. Let c be the damping ratio for





and let P (t) be the random modal force for mode r defined by
P
;
(t) . L tt (D }T{pj . L. I J[\ k (t) (4.69)
e e nk=l





+ 2^ r zr + u)j;Zr = P*(t) (4.70)





















The function, hf-r), which is commonly known as the impulse response func-







sin (Vl - ^v )
> (4,72;
The variable £, is simply a dummy time variable used in the integration pro-
cess. The lower limit of integration, -<*, implies that the random process
has been going on so long that all transient starting effects have been
damped out»
4,5 Derivation of Response Spectral Density Functions
At this point, it is worthwhile to back away from the details of
the problem and look again at the overall picture. The goal is a mathe-
matical model relating the riser response spectra, Sv v (ft) , S. . (ft), andYm Y nj Vo




tionship between the sea surface elevation spectrum and the water particle
kinematic spectra has been developed with the use of linear wave theory.
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This link, which is given by Eqs, 3.48, 3,54, and 3.56, is valid for both
static and dynamic problems.
In this section, expressions relating the kinematic spectra to
the response spectra are derived in four steps. Equation 4.42 gives the
random force intensities, (P(t)}, in terms of the random fluid kinematics,
{U(t)l and {U(t)>. The random modal forces, {P (t)}, are expressed as
functions of the random force intensities by Eq, 4,69. The random normal
coordinates, {Z(t)}, are determined from the modal forces by Eq. 4.71
.
And the random node deflections, (Y(t)}, may be calculated from the normal
coordinates by means of Eq, 4 47, With these four relationships, it is
possible to develop formulas relating the corresponding spectral densities
in a manner similar to that used in Chapter 3.
4.5ol Spectral Density of Random Wave Force Intensities
The expression for random wave force intensity for the linearized
dynamic problem, Eq, 4,42, is very similar to the equation for random wave
force intensity for the linearized static problem, Eq. 3,72,
iWf(^t) + cP(x,t) = C-Vt aAU(x.t) CaU(x,t) (4,42)
P(x,t) = C-^| o*U(x,t) + C
a
U(x,t) (3.72)
The only difference between the two force equations is that the drag term
of the static equation is a function of the standard deviation of the ab-
solute water particle velocity, a\ 9 while the drag term of the dynamic
equation is a function of the standard deviation of the water particle velo-
city relative to the structure, o:. The force intensity spectral density
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function for the dynamic problem could be derived in the same fashion as was
used to derive Eq. 3,78 for the static problem, However, an easier derivation
is possible by using Eq. 3,78 as a guide and replacing o* by a' wherever it
occurs in that equation. When this is done, the spectral density of the
random wave force intensity for the dynamic problem is given by
P
nkV u n Vnk V u aV ^ v nk V
+ n
2
C^] S^ q (n) (4.73)
nk r)£
4.5,2 Spectral Density of Random Modal Force
The random modal force for the r mode is given by Eq. 4.69, By
means of Eq, 4,69, the correlation function of the modal forces for modes
r and s may be written
R
p
*p*(0 = E[P*(t)P*(t + t)]
V s r b
+ E^ l
j^w l i Al\i« + ^ < 4 - 74 *
e nk-I e nt=\
In Eq. 4,74, the summations may be written as a double sum and the order
of summation and expectation may be interchanged to give
Rp*
pM T ) =4-1 I ^[^ll^nk^KA* + *K ^ 4 - 75 )Vs m^ nk=l n£=l nk nt nK nt
But the expectation term in Eq. 4 75 is simply the correlation function of






*(0 4 I I *nk } *$ R P P (t) (4 76)V s mdQ nk=l rvt-1 ^ nk n£
The spectral density function of the modal forces is the Fourier
transform of the correlation function, Eq. 4-76,
s
p










In Eq 4o77, the order of integration and summation may be interchanged
n n
P. P. ; „2 f , J *nk V
r s in nk=l n£~l
e
t/ R P P (x) e^dx] (4.78)
nk n£
The term in brackets in Eq. 4.78 is the spectral density function of the
random wave force intensities, S p p (a). Therefore, the one-sided spectralKnkV
density of the modal forces is
Sp*
p
*(n) - V I " ^ <D^ } S p p (a) (4.79)V s m£ nk=l n£=l nk n^ KnkV
4.5.3 Spectral Density of Random Normal Coordinates
Equation 4 71 expresses the random normal coordinate of the r
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classical normal mode as a function of the random modal force for that mode
In this section an expression relating the corresponding spectral densities
is derived.
In the usual fashion, the correlation function of the normal co-
ordinates for modes r and s is written
R
z z
(t) E[Z (t) Z (t + t)] (4,80)
r s





-J P*(C 2 )h s (t + t
- g
2
) d ?2 (4.81)
where i^ 11ke £i > 1S a dummy time variable used in the integration procesSc
When Eqs, 4.71 and 4.81 are substituted into Eq. 4.80, there results an ex-




(x) - E[ f P*(^)h
r
(t - ^)d ?1
t+T
'/ P s ( *2 )hs (t + T " ^ 2 )dc 2 ] (4 * 82)
The spectral density function of the random normal coordinates is









/ ?*sU z )\) s (t + T _ ^ )d^ ]e
"^
TdT (4 ' 83)
? 2="














like 5, and £„, are simply dummy time variables. The use of
Eqs. 4.84 transforms Eq. 4.83 to
t=-°°
^3 =co
• (- J P*(t + t - C4 )h s U4 )d^)]e-
ifiT
dx (4.85)
The terms in Eq. 4.85 may be more conveniently arranged by moving the expec-
tation operator inside of the second and third integrals and reversing the














In Eq. 4.86, the expectation term is a correlation function,




+ 53 ) (4.87)









The introduction of Eqs. 4.87 and 4.88 into Eq. 4.86 results in
s
z z
























may be changed to -«• without changing the value of Eq. 4.88. When
this is done, the two integrals with respect to 4- and £. may be recognized
as the Fourier transforms of the impulse response functions. From the theory
of random vibrations, 27 the Fourier transform of h (£.) is
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The function, H (fi), given by Eq. 4.91, is commonly referred to as the
frequency response function or transfer function of the system. The integral
with respect to ^ 3 is
oo





where the bar in H (fi) denotes the complex conjugate of H (a). Substitution
of Eqs. 4.90 and 4.92 into Eq. 4.89 leaves










The integral in Eq. 4.93 is the Fourier transform of a correlation function,
which, by definition, is a spectral density function. Therefore,
s
z z
(o) = s**(n) TM H (n) (4.94)
r s r s
and the one-sided spectral density function of the normal coordinates is
given by
S (n) = S * *(n) TM H.(n) (4.95)
r s r s
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4,5.4 Spectral Density of Response
Spectral Density of Node Deflections
Equation 4,47 expresses the random node deflections, (Y(t)}, in
terms of the random normal coordinates, iZ(t)}, and the eigenvector matrix,







ilM" < 4 - 96 '
Equation 4.96 states that the random deflection of node ni is the sum over
all modes of the products of the node ni deflection in each mode shape
multiplied by the random normal coordinate of that mode. In effect, the
normal coordinates are weighting factors which assign the relative importance
of the natural modes of vibration in the riser's response.
Equation 4.96 is in a form convenient to use in deriving an ex-
pression for the spectral density of the node deflections. As usual, this
derivation starts with the correlation function of the random deflections at









+ l)] (4 ' 97)
ni nj J









= E E I *ni Zr^) I %V M* + ^ < 4 * 98 )
ninj r=l 1 s=l nj s
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In Eq. 4o98, the order of summation and expectation may be interchanged,
the two sums nested, and all deterministic variables removed from the expec-













(t + r)] (4.99)
ni nj r=l s=l nl nj
Substitution of Eq, 4.80 into Eq. 4.99 produces




Jr)Js) B , > (4.100)
ninj r=l s=l n1 nj Vs
The spectral density function of the random deflections at node ni
and node nj is the Fourier transform of the correlation function, Eq. 4.100.
i
r nm nm / \ / \ _° n
"
-so
The order of integration and summation in Eq. 4.101 may be interchanged to
give
oo
nm nm / a / \ -i r • nw o) = rSi^wy Vs (t)e di (4jo2)
Finally, the integral term in Eq. 4,102, being the Fourier transform of the
correlation function, is the spectral density function of the random normal
coordinates r and s. Therefore, the one-sided spectral density function
for the node deflections is
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nm nm / \ / \
S
Y Y
(n) = I I Oi- J S z z (fl) (4.103)
ninj r=l s-1 ni nJ Vs
Equations 3,48, 4.95, 4 73, 4.79, and 4.103 provide a mathematical link
between the input surface elevation spectral density function and the out-
put node deflection spectral density function. These five equations may be
combined into a single expression.
. 2 nm nm / » # »
n
Z
k=1 nii *nk V L u , Vnk n£
q
nk
(tt) qnl (Q)} Snn
(fi) (4.104)
The power transfer function of the mathematical model is the entire term
within the braces in Eq, 4,104.
Before deriving the bottom rotation and bending moment spectral
density functions, it is worthwhile to consider the nature of the solution
indicated by Eq. 4J04. There are two types of variables that make the
solution a trial and error process, because they cannot be immediately
determined o One of these variables is the standard deviation of the rela-
tive water particle velocity, c^ , at the nodes. Because the relative
nk
water particle velocity is a function of the unknown random structural
velocity, Y . , values must be assumed for [""ayj and updated on each iteration
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until convergence occurs* The second variable which changes in each itera-
tion is the damping ratio, c , which is used to calculate the frequency
response function, H (ft). Equations 4*68 and 4.62 show that c is a func-
tion of the covariances of the first time derivatives of the random normal
2
coordinates, c* •-, which are also unknowns. Equations 4.68, 4.62, 4,53,
r s
and 4.25 show that c also depends upon r*"o^J.
Thus, in the calculation of the random response, it is necessary
to assume values for C"oa«J and [077] and use a trial and error process in
which ["OyJ and [077] are calculated in each cycle of iteration. The itera-
tions are continued until the calculated values of the two matrices agree
satisfactorily with the assumed values.
Spectral Density of Bottom Rotation
For the dynamic problem, the bottom rotation bears the same rela-
tionship to the deflection of the first node as it does for the static pro-
blem. Therefore, Eq, 3.93, which was derived for the static problem, is
also applicable to the dynamic problem.
Spectral Density of Random Dynamic Bending Moments
In Chapter 3, the following expression was derived relating the
random bending moment at node ni , M
n









where [J] is a transformation matrix defined by Eqs. 3,97. As indicated by
Eq. 4.96, the random node deflections are a function of the classical normal
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mode shapes and random normal coordinateSc The substitution of Eq. 4,96
into Eq. 3.98 yields















nxn^]nxnm «<*»n«l < 4 - 106 '
Let [B] = [J][tJ>] be an n by nm transformation matrix relating random nodal
moments to the random normal coordinates. Then
(M(t)} = [B]{Z(t)} (4.107)





- X Bni,rZr (t) < 4 - 108 >
Equation 4,108 may be used to write the correlation function of
the random moment at node ni with the random moment at node n j
.






r.L Wr^J, "nJ.sV* + T» (4J09)
In Eq. 4.109, the summation operations may be combined and the expectation
operation interchanged with the two summations because all three operations
are linear. This leads to

08
nm nmW 1 ' = rll sh B-B^VsH
The spectral density function of the moments at nodes ni and nj
is the Fourier transform of the correlation function.
z
(i)e- ifiT di (4.111)
nj r=i s=l "u '* r s
-, r nm nmW° '- W rU/ni.rBnd.s
Interchanging the order of summation and integration in Eq. 4.111 yields
nm nm , r .
\% = ^J l Bn1,AJ,s^JVs (T)e " ] (4,,2)
The expression in brackets in Eq, 4,112 is, by definition, the spectral
density function of the random normal coordinates for modes r and s. It
follows that the one-sided spectral density function for bending moments is
m m (n) = I I B . B . S7 , (n) (4.113)M
ni
M
nj r--l s=l ni.rnj.s Z^
Equation 4.113, together with Eqs. 4.95, 4.79, 4.73, and 3,48,
forms a mathematical chain of relationships linking the input random sea
surface elevation spectrum to the random nodal moment spectra. From the
similarity between Eqs, 4. 113 and 4 103, it follows that a single expression
for bending moment spectral density as a function of the sea surface eleva-
tion spectral density can be expressed by Eq. 4.104 with B . substituted
for 4>ly and B . c substituted for $[*'
.






Although it may not be obvious, the response spectral density
functions of the riser depend upon the damping matrix, [c]. That this is so
may be seen by considering Eqs, 4.104, 4,91, 4.68, 4.62, 4,53, and 4=25,
These equations show that the response is a function of the frequency re-
sponse functions, H (ft), which depend upon the damping ratios, t , which
*
in turn are functions of the diagonal ized modal damping coefficients, C =
The diagonal ized modal damping coefficients are calculated from the modal
damping matrix, [C ], which is a function of the modified damping matrix,
[c]« Because the modified damping matrix is a function of the damping
matrix, [c], the response spectral density function is also a function of
the damping matrix.
The damping matrix was introduced in the damping force term of
Eq. 4,4 without any indication as to how the coefficients which constitute
the matrix may be determined. In this section, a rational method of formu-
lating the damping matrix is developed,
Consider the modal damping matrix as defined by Eq, 4, 53,
[C ] = M T[c]M (4,53)
The modal damping matrix results from a coordinate transformation which is
used to uncouple the simultaneous differential equations of motion. If
[C ] is a diagonal matrix, that is, if the normal modes are orthogonal with
respect to the modified damping matrix, [c], then the equations of motion




[c] Cc]..+ Cj\/J|^ajJ (4 25)
Substitution of Eq. 4,25 into Eq, 4.53 leads to
[CJ - M T [c]rj>] + C^/fof^JM (4.114)
The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. 4.114 is not, in general, a
diagonal matrix, because there is no reason for the normal modes to be
orthogonal with respect to the matrix of standard deviations of the rela-
tive velocities, Therefore, the modal matrix will not, in general, be a
diagonal matrix, and the diagonal ization procedure described in Section 4.4.1
must be used to uncouple the equations. The error resulting from this
diagonal ization may be reduced somewhat, however, if the modal damping
matrix is as nearly diagonal as possible, that is, if the diagonal elements
of [C ] are large with respect to the off-diagonal elements. The diagonal
elements of the modal damping matrix can be strengthened with respect to the
off-diagonal elements if the first term on the right-hand side of Eq 4 114
is a diagonal matrix.
It may be concluded that a logical criterion governing the formu-
lation of the damping matrix, [c], is that the normal modes be orthogonal
with respect to the damping matrix. In section 4,6,1, the conditions under
which this occurs are explored.
4.6.1 Conditions Under Which Normal Modes Are Orthogonal With Respect
to the Damping Matrix
The conditions necessary for the normal modes to be orthogonal
with respect to the damping matrix have been demonstrated by Caughey 33 and
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are repeated here without proof, Caughey shows that simultaneous equations
of motion expressed by
INJip} + [A]{p> + [B]{p} = (f(t)} (4,115)
are uncoupled by the same transformation which diagonal izes the undamped
system if




Equation 4,116 is a sufficient condition, but not a necessary condition,
In Eq. 4 116, N is the order of the matrix [B], the subscript 1 on the matrix
[B] means that only one root of [B] is taken, and a . „ is a linear coefficient
Caughey' s findings may be applied to the riser problem, for which
the linearized equation of motion is Eq, 4.31,
rm
e
J{Y} + [c]{Y> + [K]{Y1 = {P(t)} (4,31)
where {P(t)J is defined by Eq. 4.42, A form similar to that of Eq 4,115
is obtained by premul tiplying Eq. 4.31 by ["m
-J" . When this is done and
Eq, 4,25 is substituted for [c], the result is
INJm = [-m
e
J- 1 [c]{Y} + c.-A/f" r^"Vo^
+ ^m
e





















Premultiplying Eq, 4,118 by D"m





For illustration purposes, consider the case where the coefficient
[c] Cm
e
J I "l a.,[Btf/j (4.119)
a.„ is non-zero only when j is 1 and I is zero or one. From Eq, 4.119, the
damping matrix for this case is given by
[c] = [-m
e





J + an [K] (4.120)
Equation 4, 120 describes Rayleigh damping, which is frequently assumed in
dynamic analysis in order to insure that the orthogonality transformation
will uncouple the equations of motion. Because the index j in Eq. 4,119 has
no finite upper limit, Eq. 4.120 is only one of an infinite number of ways
in which the damping matrix may be formulated such that the normal modes
are orthogonal with respect to it.
4.6.2 Formulation of the Damping Matrix for the Marine Riser
Consider the schematic representation of a marine riser shown in
Fig, 4,6, in which damping is represented by a series of dashpots. The
damping forces may be divided into two classifications—environmental damping
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which depends upon the velocity of the structure with respect to the sur-
rounding medium, and internal friction damping, which depends upon the rela-
tive velocity of one part of the structure with respect to other parts of
the structure In Fig 4.6, environmental damping is represented by the
dashpots labeled c , and internal friction damping is indicated by the
dashpots labeled c
f
, which connect adjacent nodes. Although they have been
omitted for the sake of clarity, dashpots representing internal friction
damping could be shown connecting each node to e^ery other node.
When the equations of motion of the riser shown in Fig. 4,6 are
written in matrix form, the damping matrix is composed of elements which
are combinations of the coefficients c and c~. The environmental damping
coefficients appear only in the diagonal elements of the damping matrix,
but internal friction damping coefficients contribute to all elements of the
matrix. Thus, environmental damping is similar to the first term of Eq,
4,120 in the sense that both contribute only to the diagonal elements* In
like manner, internal friction damping is similar to the second term of
Eq„ 4 120 in the sense that both contribute .to all elements of the damping
matrix
.






T [c]U (r) } (4.121)
e r
and suppose that [c] is formulated according to Eq~ 4,120. Then
6
r








Utilization of Eqs, 4.39 and 4.46 in Eq. 4,122 leads to
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Equation 4J23 shows that if the damping matrix is proportional to the mass
matrix alone, then the damping ratio decreases with increasing natural fre-
quency, and higher modes are damped less than lower modes are. Further,
if the damping matrix is proportional to the stiffness matrix alone, then
the damping ratio increases as frequency increases, and higher modes are
damped more than lower modes are.
It can be shown that the damping matrix, [c], can be completely
specified by selecting the modal damping ratios. Let ["6-J be an nm by nm
diagonal matrix of modal damping ratios and let F"a>J be an nm by nm dia-
gonal matrix of natural frequencies. Then, if [c] is chosen so that the
normal modes are orthogonal with respect to it, ["e~J is given by
~ M T [c][$] - 2[>Bj|>aKJ (4.124]
e
Premultiplication of both sides of Eq, 4,124 by [<t>], postmultiplication by





Equation 4.125 reduces the problem of selecting n damping coefficients to
one of selecting nm damping ratios
Consider now the selecti
. .
. , nm t The damping ratios may increase with mode number, they may
on of the damping ratios, 6 , r = 1, 2,
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decrease with mode number, and they may be constant for all modes.
The case in which the damping ratios increase with mode number
occurs if damping is proportional to the stiffness matrix alone, a condi-
tion which has been compared to internal friction damping. If the last
term of Eq. 4 120 is used to represent internal friction damping, and if
internal friction damping predominates over environmental damping, then
the damping ratio for higher modes will be greater than it is for lower
modes.
The case in which damping ratios decrease as mode numbers in-
crease occurs if damping is proportional to the mass matrix alone, a situa-
tion which has been compared to environmental damping = If the first term
of Eq. 4.120 is used to represent environmental damping forces and if
environmental damping predominates over internal friction damping, then
higher modes will be damped less than lower modes are,
A third alternative is for the damping ratio to be constant for
all modes. Because Eq 4,120 contains only two coefficients which may be
varied, a constant damping ratio may be specified for only two modes if
Rayleigh damping is assumed. However, a constant damping ratio for all
modes may be specified by the more general combination of mass and stiff-
ness matrices indicated by Eq , 4119. A more direct method of specifying
constant damping ratios is by substitution in Eq. 4.123.
Based on the foregoing discussion, an argument for the specifi-
cation of the damping ratios may be made. For the marine riser moving
through the water, the environmental damping force is simply the drag
force of the water which resists the motion of the riser. In the formula-
tion of the equation of motion for the riser, Eq 4 8, this drag force is
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accounted for by considering wave structure interaction. The drag force
caused by wave motion, which is an exciting force, and the drag force caused
by the riser's motion through the water, which is a damping force, are both
included in the single term C* { V | V | } o Because the environmental damping
is treated as an applied force in Eq, 4,8, the damping term, [c]{Y} } repre-
sents only the resistance to riser motion caused by internal friction.
Both internal friction damping and environmental damping are included in
the modified damping matrix, [c], which results from the linearization of
the equation of motion. This is shown best by Eq. 4,25, the first term
of which, [c], represents internal friction damping and the last term of
which is a modified drag coefficient.
The damping ratios, C"3-J» which determine the damping matrix,
[c], may be considered as internal friction damping ratios. Given the
argument that internal friction damping is similar to that component of
Rayleigh damping which is proportional to the stiffness matrix, it appears
unlikely that 6 decreases with mode number. On the contrary, it is
logical to assume that 6 increases with mode number. But if the method of
analysis permits 6 to increase too much with r, significant contributions
of higher modes may be damped into insignificance. It is reasonable, there-
fore, to select [c] such that ef is constant for all modes, with the expec-
tation that such a procedure will make any errors in higher mode contribu-
tions tend to be conservative ones.
There are precendents in the literature for using a constant
damping ratio for all modes. Caughey 33 gives an example of this type of
damping and refers to it as linear hysteresis damping. Hart 3 "1 uses a damping




In this thesis, the damping matrix, [c], will be determined in
such a way that 6 is constant for all modes. When this assumption is made,
Eq. 4.124 simplifies to
l>]
T [c][>] = 2m
e
B[^-J (4.124a.





3[-a)J + C^/|"[>] T|Ni^M (4.114a;
The first term of Eq. 4.114a contributes only to the diagonal elements of
[C ] and represents modal damping due to internal friction in the riser.
The second term represents damping due to fluid drag forces resulting from
the relative velocity between the riser and the surrounding water.
4.7 Variances and Covariances of Time Derivatives of Random Normal
Coordinates
The simultaneous equations of motion are uncoupled by using the
orthogonality of the normal modes with respect to the mass matrix and by
employing a diagonal ization technique to eliminate the off-diagonal ele-
ments of the modal damping matrix, [C ]. As indicated by Eq 4.62, ele-
ments of the di agonal i zed modal damping matrix are functions of the vari-
ances, o£ * , and covariances, oi j , of the first time derivatives of the
random normal coordinates. The variance or covariance may be calculated by





f Sa i (n) dfi (4.126)
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In a fashion similar to that used in Section 3.3,4 to derive Eq, 3.56b,
it can be shown that
S7 a (n) - A
2 z
(n) (4.127)
r s r s
Combining Eqs. 4.126 and 4.127 leads to





r s JQ r s
Equation 4.128 may be used to calculate the variances and covariances used
to diagonal ize the modal damping matrix,
4.8 Calculation of Standard Deviations of Relative Velocities
In computations for the random riser response, the standard devia-
tions of the relative water velocities with respect to the structure, ["o* ],
are needed in two instances. These standard deviations are first used to
calculate the modified damping matrix, [c], according to Eq. 4.25, In this
instance, the relative velocity standard deviations are a measure of the
environmental damping of the dynamic structural response by the water.
Secondly, the relative velocity standard deviations are used in Eq. 4.73
to calculate the spectral density functions of the linearized force inten-
sities at the nodes.
The random relative velocity at node nk, as defined by Eq 4.5a,
is
V
nk(*» ' Unk^» " W*> (4129)
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{t)Vt+T )^ E"UnkW- W*'
(U
nk
(t + r) - y
nR
(t + t))] (4.130)
Expansion of Eq„ 4 1 30 and interchanging the order of addition and expec-













" ^W^V* + T,] + ^lA^V* + *>] (4.131
Each of the four terms in Eq. 4,131 is an autocorrelation or cross correla-
tion function Therefore,
v
nknk unk u nk Y nk u nk unknk
+ R




The spectral density of the random relative velocity at node nk is obtained
by taking the Fourier transform of Eq. 4.132, Because the Fourier trans-
form of each of the four terms on the right-hand side of Eq, 4,132 is a



















Finally, the variance of the relative velocity at node nk is the integral
of the spectral density with respect to frequency,
00










Consider the four terms of Eq, 4.133 which contribute to the spec-
tral density of the relative velocity. The first term, S,*, .*. (ft) , is the
nknk
spectral density of the random water velocity and is given by Eq. 3.48. The








(ft), the spectral density of the random deflection at node nk,
Y
nk nk
is determined from either Eq : 4.103 or 4.104. The two cross spectral den-
sity terms remain to be determined, By analogy to Eqs. 3.54 and 3.56a, it
follows that
S* y («) = ifiSy Y (°) (4,137)
nk nk nk nk
and












A general property of cross spectral density functions is that they are
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and it is only necessary to derive an expression for S:, Y (ft) to determineVnk
the two cross spectral density functions of Eq. 4.133.
4,8.1 Cross Spectral Density of Water Velocity and Node Displacement
The random displacement of node nk may be written in expanded form




















Equation 4,142 may be expanded by the introduction of Eq. 4.141 for the node
displacement,
t+ T
R' Y (x) = E[U k








k J n£=l nt u V n
C 1=-°°
°V V^l* + ^V^l^M 1 + T " ^ dM (4J43)
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In Eq 4=143, because the expectation operation, summations, and integra-
tion are all linear operations, their order may be interchanged. When
this is done and the substitution, c 2 - t + t









nl U V * \i
1 E[U nk (t)U^(t + x - C 2 )]h rU 2 )d 52
+ C








By definition, the impulse response function, h (c 2 ), is zero for Co * 0'
Therefore, the lower limits of the integration in Eq. 4.144 may be changed
to -°o without changing the value of the equation. The two expectation terms
in Eq. 4.144 are recognizable as the correlation functions, R,*, .*, (t-c 9 ) andw c
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The cross spectral density function of the water velocity at node
nk and the structural displacement at node nk is the Fourier transform of
the cross correlation function.
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In Eq. 4.146, the term e'
1 " 1
may be written e" lfi? 2 • e" 1^ by the de-
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Finally, integration of Eq r 4J 48 and substitution of Eq. 3.54 results in
the following expression for the one-sided spectral density.
i nm i \ n t \
S
5 Y





]W (4 " ,49)
4.8.2 Spectral Density Function of Relative Water Velocity
The spectral density function of the relative water velocity may
be written by substituting Eqs, 4.136, 4.137, and 4.140 into Eq. 4.133.
Sy y (n) = S,
a
,




















The second and third terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 4.150 are complex
conjugates, the sum of which is simply twice the real part of either term.












The real part of these terms may be evaluated from Eq. 4.149.














(n)] C-yf aj } (4.152)
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In Eqs. 4,151 and 4/152, Re indicates "real part of," and Im indicates
"imaginary part of." By using Eqs, 4J 51 and 4,152, Eqs. 4.150 may be











+ Ci\/7°V ,I*J n )3J' s ii [J ^ (4.153)UV7T V r unkV
Because each of the variables in Eq. 4,153 has been previously
derived, Eqs. 4c 153, 4J 34, and 4.135 may be used to calculate the standard
deviation of the relative velocity. The appearance of this standard devia-
tion on the right-hand side of Eq. 4.153 necessitates the use of an itera-




THE DYNAMIC RESPONSE OF A MARINE RISER TO COMBINATIONS OF RANDOM
WAVE FORCES, RANDOM TOP OFFSET, AND DETERMINISTIC CURRENT FORCES
5.1 General
So far, the only forces which have been included in the riser anal-
ysis are those caused by random waves. It is not uncommon that a marine riser
installation be subjected to a steady current force as well as random wave
forces. Furthermore, unless the surface support platform is fixed, there is
almost always some offset of the riser top, which results from lateral mo-
tion of the surface support platform. The introduction of current and top
offset produces additional forces on the riser which, when combined with the
random wave forces, lead to a response which is different from that caused
by random waves alone. In this chapter, a method is developed for determining
the total response to random waves, steady current, and random top offset.
5.2 Response to Random Wave Forces and Steady Current Forces
5.2.1 Equation of Motion
Consider a marine riser which is subjected to random wave forces
and a deterministic steady current which varies in some known manner along
the riser axis. For the present discussion the top offset is assumed to be
zero. Let u (x) be the steady current velocity and {u } be an n by 1 vec-
tor of current velocities at the riser model nodes. The total relative wa-
ter velocity due to current, waves, and structural response is given by
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V (x,t) = u
Q
(x) + U (x,t) - Y (x,t)
= u
c
(x) + V (x,t) (5.1)
and the equation of motion of the riser model (Eq. 4.8) becomes
[mj {Y} + [c] {Y} + [K] {Y}
= C- i V j V | > + C {V} (5.2)U a
While this equation of motion is somewhat similar to Eq. 4.8, there
is one highly significant difference. The velocity parameter, V (x,t), is a
random variable whose mean is nonzero. In fact the mean value of the random
velocity is exactly equal to the current velocity, u (x).
E [V (x,t)] = E [u
c




Because this input parameter has a nonzero mean value, the response of the
structure will also have a nonzero mean value. Therefore the complete so-
lution for the response must include a determination of the mean response
as well as the response variance.
Because the drag force on the riser is a nonlinear function of
the relative water velocity with respect to the structure, the total riser
response cannot be obtained by superimposing the separate responses to the
steady current acting alone and the random waves acting alone. Removal
of the nonlinearity by the equivalent linearization technique leads to co-
efficients which are functions of both the steady current velocity, {u },
and the standard deviation of the relative water velocity due to random waves.
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["oaJ. Therefore, the current and wave effects remain coupled in the solu-
tion of the problem, and the response is expressed in terms of the mean and
variance instead of in terms of a component due to current and a component
caused by waves.
5.2.2 Linearization of the Equation of Motion
The linearization of Eq. 5.2 begins with a transformation of co-
ordinates which is achieved by substituting Eqs, 4.9 in Eq. 5,2. The result
is
C~mJ{U} + [c] {U} + [K]{U} = [^m
e
J{V}
+ C- {VjVi} + [c]{V) + [K]{V} (5.4)
To both sides of Eq. 5,4, the term [c]{u } is next added, leading to





^]{V} + C^ {V|V'|} + [c]{V)
+ [K]{V> (5,5)
The goal of the equivalent linearization process is to replace the
two velocity terms on the right-hand side of Eq, 5.5 with a linearized ver-
sion of the two terms. Let
C
u
{V|V|} + [c]{V} = {c} + [c]{V} + {E} (5.6)
where {E} is a vector of random errors which result from the linearization,
and {c} and [c] are matrices of coefficients which are chosen in some optimal
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manner. Equation 5,6 is similar to Eq. 4,11 except for the vector of con-
stants, {c}, which is introduced because of the nonzero mean nature of V (x,t)
By assuming that the off diagonal terms of [c] and [c] are identical and
letting [c] - [c] C"c ^], the error vector in Eq. 5.6 may be written
{E} = - D-c^liV} + C- {V|V|} - {c} (5.7)
A typical element of the error vector is
E . = - c V . + C- (V .IV .1) - C . (5,8)
nj e * nj u v nj ' nj ' ' nj v '
With two unknown coefficients in Eq, 5,8, it is possible to satisfy
two conditions concerning the random error, E . . The two conditions which
will be satisfied here are to choose c and c . in such a way that the mean
square error is minimized,
(5,9a)—2— E [E2 .]




















When Eq„ 5.8 is substituted into Eqs. 5.10, the following two simultaneous











EtVi ] + C nj * C ; ErV%.|] (5.11b)
Consider the expectation terms on the left hand sides of Eqs, 5.11.
It has already been shown in Eq c 5.3 that the expected value of V . is the
current velocity at node nj, u . Furthermore, the second moment of V . is
c
nj nj
equal to the sum of the square of the mean value and the variance as shown
by






















+ o\ ] + c u
c
= C- E [V
n
2 |V |] (5.13a)
nj ^nj nj " J "-nj J J
and
The evaluation of the two expectations found on the right hand









Because V . is zero mean and Gaussian, it is readily seen that V . is a
standard Gaussian random variable with a mean of zero and a variance of








Another useful parameter, a . , is defined as the ratio of the
11j
current velocity to the standard deviation of the relative velocity caused
by waves at node nj<
(5.16)
nj a^
From Eq. 5,15 it is apparent that V . is negative for all values of V .
r
.*
less than -a^. and V . is positive whenever V. is greater than -aM ..
nj nj nj nj
V . = u + o,«, V < , V . < -a i
nj c
nj V nj nj nj nj
> , tf . > -a ,
* nj nj
(5.17)
Equations 5.17 are useful in evaluating the expectations on the right-hand
side of Eqs. 5,13.
Consider the term on the right-hand side of Eq. 5.13a. By the
definition of an expectation and with the use of Eqs. 5.15 and 5.17, the
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f ( V*) = -I- e " 2 (5J9)
• 2tt
is the probability density function for a zero mean Gaussian random variable
with unit variance Expansion of Eq. 5,18 leads to an expression for the
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nj ) / f1 (0 dg (5.21)
where f-, (c) is defined by Eq„ 5,19. The function F. is simply the proba-
bility distribution function for a Gaussian random variable with zero mean
and unit variance Because of the symmetry of the Gaussian probability
density function about the mean value,
F
1 <-nj) " ' " F l <Vj> < 5 ' 22 >
Equations 5,21 and 5.22 are helpful in evaluating the integrals on the right
hand side of Eqs. 5„20 o
The first and fifth integrals in Eq« 5„20 follow directly from
Eqs. 5.21 and 5.22,
4 • f, (v ) dv - - u* [1 - F,(an1 )] (5.23a)
nj cnj ' j
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f ul • f, (V*) dv* = ^ Ft (a n1 ) (5„23b)J nj cnj ' j
The second and sixth integrals in Eq, 5„20 are determined by direct integra-
tion and by the use of Eq. 5.19„
- 3 / iT oa v • f, (v ) dv
'c . V . '1
nj nj
- X
3 i^ 0a f, (a ) (5,24a)
nj nj J








i Kj> < 5 ° 24b >
nj j
By employing the method of integration by parts, the third and seventh in-
tegrals in Eq. 5,20 are evaluated as
r nJ
. 2 •* /-*x •*




3 \j °lj Ca"J fl (8"J ) + ] " Fl (a"J )] (5e25' :
00
( "c . ff .
nj
} .
v • f, (v ) dv
= 3 \j °ki [F ' V " ""J fl ( °"J )] (5 ' 25b)
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ii j
Substitution of Eqs. 5,23 through 5.26 into Eq. 5.20 and rearranging terms
leads to
E[
^'V ] = 2 \j [\ - + 3 °U • F l <«*>
- u [u
2 Ho? ] (5.27)
nj nj nj
The expectation term on the right hand side of Eq. 5.13b remains
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Expansion of Eq, 5,28 leads to six integrals of the same form as those
evaluated in Eqs. 5,23 through 5,25. Substitution of these integrals into
Eq. 5.28 yields
+ 4
\i Xi fl ^
2
f
+ ^[2 Fl (. j - 2. f] (anj )-l] (5.29)
When coefficients of F-j and f, are combined, there results
+ 2 \i *\i fl (""J )nj nj
- [u* + 0A ] (5.30)
nj nj
Substitution of Eqs. 5,27 and 5.30 into Eqs. 5.13 leads to two
simultaneous equations for the two coefficients c and c .. Solution of
these equations results in the following expressions for the optimized co-
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nj
" "c
n/ 2 F l <",*> " 'J
- 2 u a^ f, (a .)} (5.31b)
nj v nj IJ
It is readily shown that Eqs. 5.31 do, in fact, minimize the mean square
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It is interesting to note the behavior of the coefficients c
and c . as the current approaches zero velocity. As u +0,
nj c
nj








fl (V * rs
Therefore, as u - 0,
C
nj
c -> C- • 4 or,
]
= C'"\/- aft (5.33a)'
e
nj u V nj v^T u V- V nj
and
c . - (5.33b)
Equations 5,33 are identical to the optimized coefficients for the case of
no current given by Eq„ 4,24,
With the mean square error minimized, the random error vector is
now dropped from Eq. 5.6 leaving the approximate relationship,
C- i V ) V | > + [c] {V} = {c} + [c] IV} (5.34)
Substitution of Eq, 5,34 into Eq, 5,5 yields
FmJ lib + [c] {U + u
c
) + [K] {U}
= [^m
e
J IV) + [c] IV} + [K] {V} + {c} (5.35)
Subtraction of [c] {u } from both sides of Eq, 5.35 and utilization of the
relationships
iv} = iui - m




tVi = {U} - iY
}
transforms Eq. 5.35 into the following,
[Tm
e
J {Y} + [c] ft) + [K] {Y}
- C_ lli} + rcJ {0} + rcJ {u } + {c} (5.36)
a c c L
Equation 5.36 is the linearized version of the equation of motion, Eq. 5.2.
5.2,3 Calculation of Response Statistics
By definition, the random riser deflection, Y (x,t), is measured
from the undeflected position of the riser, which is the x axis. The solu-
tion of Eq c 5,36 is simplified somewhat if a transformation of coordinates
is used. Let
Y* fx,t) = Y (x,t) - u
y
(x) (5.37)
where w i xj » the mean deflection of the riser, is constant for all time be-
cause the response is a stationary random process. It follows that
Y (x,t) = Y* (x,t) (5,38a)
and
Y (x,t) = Y* (x,t) (5.38b)












} + {c} (5.39)
Equation 5,39 contains both time dependent and steady terms. For
the equation to be valid for all time, the steady terms on each side of
Eq. 5,39 must be equal. Thus
[K] iu Y } = FceJ tu c > + (c) (5.40)
Premulti plication of both sides of Eq, 5.40 by [K]" leads to a solution









) + ic} ) (5,41)
Because of Eq, 5.40, the time dependent terms of Eq. 5.39 are re-
lated by
Fm^] {Y*} + [c] {?*} + [K] {Y*}
= C CU] + ["coO {U> (5.42)a e
The solution to Eq, 5,42 may be obtained by analogy to the solution of Eq. 4.31
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Because Y (x,t) is, by definition, a zero mean random variable, the vari'




= / y Y * ^ dQ (5.44)
The variance of Y . (t) is






From Eqs, 5,44 and 5.45, it follows that
5.45)
'Y .m
| S * * (q) dn
n ni ni
(5.46)
Equations 5.41 and 5,46 may be used to calculate the mean and variance of
the response. Because the input is assumed to be Gaussian and the problem
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has been linearized, the response is also Gaussian. Therefore, the probabil-
ity density function of the response is uniquely determined by the response
mean and variance, and the solution is complete.
5.3 Riser Response to Random Top Offset
Even in the absence of external forces, a marine riser will undergo
a deflection caused by its own weight whenever the top is offset from a point
vertically above the bottom. Unless the surface support platform is fixed,
there is almost always some top offset produced by the lateral motion of
the platform in response to the exciting forces of wind, wave, and current
and the restoring forces of a mooring system or a dynamic positioning system.
While a complete study of the motion of surface support platforms is beyond
the scope of this thesis, an elementary model for top offset may be used to
calculate the riser response to the combination of wave and current forces
and top offset. It will be assumed that the top offset is a random process,
Y. (t), which changes so slowly that the associated riser response is essen-
tially static. This assumption limits the study to platforms and sea condi-
tions for which the wave-induced platform motion has a negligible effect on
the riser behavior.
The random static deflection produced by a random top offset may
be expressed simply as
q (t)> lb} Ytop (t) (5.47)
where elements of lb}, the vector of influence coefficients, may be deter-
mined from Eqs, 2,11 and 2.13 as
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The random bottom rotation (t) caused by top offset is given by










and the random bending moments {M (t)} caused by top offset are determined
after the manner of Eq, 3,96,
{M (t)} = [J] (Y (t)} (5.50)
Equation 5,47 may be used to express the correlation function of
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A Fourier transformation of both sides of Eq. 5,51 leads to
-m-nj u top
If the top offset has a zero mean value, then integration of Eq, 5,52 gives









In a similar manner, it can be shown that
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If the top offset has a nonzero mean value, y„ , then the mean
T
top
responses may be calculated by adapting Eqs, 5.47, 5,49 and 5.50.
<u y
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UM ) = [J] ibj u Y (5.58)
top
Figures 5 1 and 5.2, which were derived from the results of Fischer
and Ludwig, 4 summarize the behavior of the mean and variance of the bottom
rotation caused by top offset. In order to maintain a given bottom rotation,
the ratio of top offset to riser length must decrease as length ratio in-
creases,
5,4 Total Response to Current, Waves, and Top Offset
Let Y (x,t) be the total response of the riser to current, waves,
and top offset
Y (x,t) = Y (x,t) + Y (x,t) (5.59)






given by Eqs. 5.41 and 5.46, An elementary model for
ni ni
the total riser response may be formulated by assuming that the top offset
is Gaussian (not necessarily zero mean) and that the random response caused
by waves and current, Y (x,t), and the random response caused by top offset,
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Y (x,t), are independent, A Gaussian top offset implies a Gaussian response,
Y (x,t), because the system is linear as shown by Eq. 5.47. If Y (x,t) and
Y (x,t) are Gaussian and independent, then Y (x,t) is also Gaussian 27 with
mean value










In this elementary model, the effect of top offset is completely described







The theory derived in Chapters 4 and 5 was used to study the be-
havior of a typical riser system under various random environmental condi-
tions. To make this study, two computer programs were developed and coded
in FORTRAN IV. The first program, RISER DYNAMIC III, calculates the response
of a riser to random waves only, and the second, RISER DYNAMIC IV, calculates
the response to a combination of random waves and a steady, deterministic
currento The University of Illinois IBM System 360-75 computer with the
FORTRAN IV, Level G compiler was used to obtain solutions.
The following input parameters were held constant,
D = 20 inches
I = ,0621 feet u
E = 29 x 10 pounds per square inch








A finite difference model having 31 equally spaced nodes was used to rep-
resent the riser. Internal friction damping was taken as two percent of
critical damping for all calculations.
Input parameters which were varied include the water depth, top
tension ratio, wind velocity, sea surface elevation spectral density function,
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and current velocity profile. The natural modes used in each solution in-
cluded all modes whose frequencies lie in the range where the input sea sur-
face elevation spectral density function is significant.
Both computer programs use an iterative procedure which continues
until ["c^J and [a*?] converge. Convergence was considered to occur when
the assumed value of oa was within five percent of the calculated value
nj
2
for every node and the assumed value of a* 4 was within ten percent of the
r r
calculated value for all modes considered. In most cases, these convergence
criteria were satisfied after two to four cycles,
6,2 Riser Response to Random Waves Alone
The marine riser response to random waves alone was investigated
for water depths of 609 feet, 1015 feet, 1523 feet, and 2030 feet and sea
surface elevation spectra given by the Pierson-Moskowitz 16 formula for wind
velocities of ten to forty knots. For this series of problems a top tension
ratio of 1,2 was used. Two additional studies were made of the 609 foot
riser, one with the top tension ratio changed to l o 0, the other with the
sea surface elevation spectrum given by the Sverdrup-Munk-Bretschneider 15
formula,
6,2,1 Bottom Rotation
Figure 6,1 shows the effect of wind velocity, top tension ratio,
water depth, and sea surface elevation spectral density formula on the root
mean square bottom rotation-
As expected, a increases with wind velocity. The rate of in-
o
crease changes rather abruptly at certain wind velocities and remains fairly
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constant between these changes. This abrupt change in slope occurs whenever
the low frequency face of the sea surface elevation spectrum approaches a
natural frequency of the riser. This behavior is best illustrated in the
case of the 609 foot riser where pronounced changes in slope occur as the
fundamental mode begins to participate in the response. As shown by Fig.
6,2, for an input SMB sea surface elevation spectrum, the fundamental mode
is beginning to participate significantly in the response when the wind
velocity is thirteen knots, The bottom rotation spectra for the 609 foot
riser with input PM spectra for twenty, twenty-five, and thirty knot winds
are shown in Figs, 6,3, 6,4 and 6,5, The participation of the fundamental
mode in the response is seen to correlate with the increased slope of the
corresponding curves in Fig. 6.1. Once the fundamental mode has been
picked up, the slope of the 609 foot riser curves remains fairly constant.
This slope does not appear in the curves for the longer risers because the
first mode does not participate significantly in their response for the
wind velocities studied.
Figure 6,1 shows that the bottom rotation decreases as riser length
increases, all other parameters remaining constant. In a mathematical sense,
this results from the fact that the bottom rotation of the normalized mode
shapes decreases as riser length increases. In a physical sense, the reason
for this behavior is that the random wave forces become relatively closer
to the upper end of the riser as length increases.
The decrease in bottom rotation with increasing water depth is
not the result of increased damping- On the contrary, damping ratios de-
crease somewhat as water depth increases, as shown in Fig. 6,6, This be-
havior may be understood by recalling that hydraulic damping is a function
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of the relative fluid structure velocity. As water depth increases, a de-
crease in structural response results in smaller relative velocities, as
shown in Fig, 6,8-
In Fig, 61, the response of the 609 foot riser with top tension
ratio of K2 to the 20 knot PM spectrum is somewhat larger than a smooth
curve through the points for other wind velocities would indicate. The ex-
planation for this perturbation is that the peak frequency of the twenty
knot PM spectrum and the second mode frequency of the 609 foot riser nearly
coincide, as shown in Fig. 6.3 Similar perturbations might appear in the
other curves of Fig. 6 J if additional data points were generated where
natural frequencies of the riser coincide with peak frequencies of the sea
surface elevation spectrum*
The effect of top tension ratio on the bottom rotation of the
609 foot riser is shown in Fig, 6,1 The reduction in rotation which re-
sults from increased tension may be traced to two factors. First, increasing
top tension increases the natural frequency somewhat and therefore reduces
the value of the frequency response function. An increase in top tension
also decreases the bottom rotation of the normalized mode shapes.
Comparison of the response of the 609 foot riser to SMB and PM
spectra illustrates the significant effect which the input spectrum has on
the response. Of course, part of this difference can be attributed to the
fact that, for a given wind velocity, the SMB spectrum implies a larger
energy density than the PM spectrum, as shown by Fig. C 4, To eliminate this
source of difference, a is plotted versus energy density in Fig. 6,9. Al-
o
though the difference between the two response curves is smaller than in
Fig. 6,1, it is still significant, particularly for wind velocities of 25
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to 30 knots. Thus the response of the riser is dependent not only upon the
energy density of the sea but also upon the distribution of that energy with
respect to frequency- A good illustration of this distribution difference
is given in Fig. 6 JO, which shows the SMB and PM spectra for an energy den-
sity of 1000 foot pounds per square foot. Although the areas under these
spectra are equal, the SMB spectrum is concentrated near the fundamental
riser frequency, and the PM spectrum is spread over higher frequencies.
The variation of bottom rotation with energy density shows an
interesting trend when plotted with energy density on a natural scale as in
Fig, 6.11, The decrease in initial slope with increasing energy density is
a result of increased hydraulic damping, as shown in Fig, 6,7, Above an
energy density of 1000 foot pounds per square foot, the variation of a
f
•k
with E is nearly linear.
o
6.2.2 Bending Moments
The variation of root mean square maximum bending moment with
wind velocity is shown in Fig, 6,12, A comparison of Figs, 6/12 and 6
J
shows that the maximum bending moment behaves \iery much like the bottom ro-
tation as the problem parameters are vaned. However, top tension is some-
what more effective in reducing bending moments than it is in reducing bot-
tom rotations. Whi ] e the bending moments induced by the SMB spectrum are
greater than those caused by the corresponding PM spectrum, the difference
is not as great as the difference between bottom rotations produced by these
two spectra.
For the riser cross section studied, the relationship between bend-
ing moment, M, and flexural stress, f, is
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f (kips/square inch) = M (fffiffP
s)
(6.1)
6 ; 2,3 Number of Modes in Response
It has already been shown, in Figs, 6.2 through 6,5, that two or
three natural modes may participate in the response of the 609 foot riser,
As riser length increases, the natural frequencies decrease and become more
closely grouped with respect to frequency, as shown in Figs, 4,3 and 4,4.
Therefore, as water depth increases, more modes and higher modes participate
in the response. This behavior is illustrated in Figs. 6.13 and 6,14 for
the 2030 foot riser. The response to the twenty knot PM spectrum contains
modes three through six, and the second through fifth modes contribute sig-
nificantly to the response to the thirty knot PM spectrum. Figures 6,15
and 6,16 show the modal contributions to profiles of root mean square de-
flection and moment produced by the thirty knot PM spectrum.
6,3 Riser Response to Random Waves and Steady Deterministic Current
To investigate the effect of steady current on riser response to
random waves, a series of studies was made using the 609 foot riser with a
top tension ratio of 12 and the 30 knot PM wave spectrum. Two current







(h) • e (6,2)
where D^ is the depth of fractional influence. Equation 6,2, is Ekman's
equation for the magnitude of a pure wind driven current, 35 Although Ekman's
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solution indicates that the current direction changes with depth (the Ekman
spiral), for the present investigations the current was considered to be
unidirectional. The depth of frictional influence was taken as 200 feet„
6.3, 1 Uniform Current
Figure 6,17 summarizes the behavior of the bottom rotation as
uniform current velocity is varied, As expected, both the mean response
and static response to current alone increase as current velocity increases,
The static response becomes a better predictor of the mean response as cur-
rent velocity increases.
As current velocity increases, the standard deviation of the bot-
tom rotation decreases somewhat because of rather large increases in the
damping ratios, as shown in Fig. 6-58 These increased damping ratios may
be traced to increased hydraulic damping coefficients at the nodes of the
riser Fig. 6-19 shows the ratio of hydraulic damping coefficients for a
uniform current of one-half knot to the same coefficients for no current.
The relative velocity profile of Fig, 6-20 helps explain the behavior of
the hydraulic damping coefficients. The uniform current causes the great-
est relative change in hydraulic damping near the midpoint and lower end
of the riser where the relative velocity is smallest. Where the relative
velocity is large with respect to the steady current , the current has little
effect on hydraulic damping.
Figures 6,21 and 6.22 show the effect of a one-half knot uniform
current on deflection and bending moment statistics of the 609 foot riser
with a thirty knot PM spectrum. The mean deflections and moments are some-
what greater than the static response to current alone, and near the top of
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the riser the mean moment is considerably greater than the static moment.
Increased hydraulic damping results in standard deviations of deflection
and moment which are lower with the current than without it.
6.3.2 Wind Driven Current
The behavior of the bottom rotation as wind driven current is
varied is summarized in Fig, 6 C 23. The increase in mean and static rotations
is small with respect to the standard deviation, and on a relative basis
the mean rotation is considerably greater than the static rotation. Unlike
the uniform current, the wind driven current produces a slight increase in
the standard deviation of bottom rotation and only a small increase in damp-
ing ratios for the first two modes, as shown in Fig. 6.24„ The reason for
this behavior is evident from the velocity profiles of Fig. 6.25. The wind
driven current increases the water velocity in the upper half of the riser
where it is already large as a result of waves and has a negligible effect
in the lower half. Therefore the hydraulic damping coefficients are increased
slightly in the upper half of the riser and unaffected in the lower half,
as shown by Fig. 6 C 26.
Figures 6.27 and 6 28 show the effect of a wind driven current
with surface velocity of two knots on the deflection and moment statistics.
The current causes a slight increase in the standard deviations, and the




CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
7J Conclusions
In this thesis a mathematical model has been developed for pre-
dicting the nondeterministic response of a marine riser to random wave
forces, current forces, and random top offsetc In this model the continu-
ous riser structure is represented as a finite degree of freedom system by
means of the method of finite differences,, The validity of this structural
model and the lumped-smeared force model used to represent wave force dis-
tributions is demonstrated in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 a method is derived
to calculate the static riser response to random waves, and in Chapter 4
the method is extended to the determination of the dynamic riser response
to random waves, Chapter 5 completes the derivation of the mathematical
model by introducing procedures for calculating the response to a combina-
tion of random waves, a steady deterministic current, and random top offset,
In Chapter 6 the model is used to demonstrate the effect of several problem
parameters on riser response c
From the derivations and sample problems of the preceding five
chapters several conclusions may be drawn,
1. The lumped- smeared force model accurately represents wave
force distributions with a relatively small number of nodes,
even when the wave force is essentially concentrated at the
upper end of the riser.
2, The finite difference structural model, when used with the
lumped-smeared force model, is a satisfactory representation
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of the marine riser for purposes of analyzing the riser's be-
havior in its operating environment.
3. The mathematical model derived herein permits an estimation
of the random dynamic structural response of marine risers
caused by random waves, steady currents, and random top off-
sets,
4. The high frequency tail of the input sea surface elevation
spectrum contributes little to random water velocity and ac-
celeration.
5. The dynamic response of marine risers to random wave forces
is significantly greater than the static responses
6. The response to random wave forces is highly dependent upon
the spectral distribution of the wave energy density as well
as the total average energy density.
7. The dynamic response of the riser to waves which are described
by a given sea surface elevation spectrum decreases as water
depth increases,
8. The random dynamic bottom rotation caused by waves is reduced
somewhat by increasing the top tension,
9. The dynamic response of the riser to random waves may include
significant participation by more than one natural mode, the
lowest one of which is not necessarily the fundamental mode.
The number of modes which contribute appreciably to the re-
sponse increases as water depth increases.
10: Wave structure interaction results in modified drag forces
and hydraulic damping which increases significantly with in-
creased energy density of the sea.
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IK For a current velocity profile which is small with respect
to the standard deviation of the relative water velocity,
the effect of current on the riser bottom rotation is small
and may be neglected without appreciable error,
12, For a current velocity profile which is large with respect
to the standard deviation of the relative water velocity, the
current increases hydraulic damping significantly and thus
reduces the response variance. When this condition exists,
the static response to current is a good approximation of
the mean response to current and waves, and the response
variance for waves alone is a conservative estimate of the
response variance for the combination of waves and current.
7,2 Recommendations for Further Study
The model derived herein is somewhat limited by the assumptions
which were made in its derivation as well as the scope of this thesis.
Several areas where further research would improve the model may be cited,
1, The model should be tested by comparing calculated riser be-
havior with field observations of actual riser behavior in
the ocean environment, A monitoring device for the bottom
rotation is presently operational 3 and could provide data
which, along with synoptic wave, current, and top offset ob-
servations, could be used to verify the model,
2, Further studies of the platform motion are recommended. At-
tention should be given to the effect of wave induced plat-
form motion on riser response. Spectral density functions
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and probability distribution functions for platform motion
need to be determined to improve the model. The dynamic ef-
fect of operational platform motion in deep water, where the
fundamental frequency may approach platform motion frequencies,
should also be investigated,
3. Because of the cyclic nature of the loads imposed on the riser
by its environment, fatigue failure is of concern. It is rec-
ommended that the model developed herein be extended to the
study of fatigue in marine risers.
4„ Better information is needed on the spectral distribution of
the energy of a random sea. While existing wave spectra may
be satisfactory for wave forecasting, it has been demonstrated
herein that different spectra lead to greatly different re-
sponses because the riser is very sensitive to the spectral
distribution of wave energy. As good directional wave spectra
are developed, the riser model should also be extended to
three dimensions e
5. The drag and inertia coefficients used in the force formula
are based on experiments with relatively rigid piles. More
information is needed on drag and inertia coefficients which
are appropriate for the rather flexible marine riser.
6„ The method of analysis employed in this thesis requires the
use of a digital computer. A simple method should be developed
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3.1416 3.1403 6.2832 6,2731 9,4248 9.3908
200 5,4652 5,4638 8.4625 8.4526 11,3031 11.2713
400 6.3076 6,3061 9.5456 9.5347 12,4565 12.4233
600 6.8804 6.8789 10.3113 10.2994 13.3145 13.2796
800 7 3261 7,3245 10.9171 10.9044 14,0089 13.9722
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Finite difference solution uses 31 equally spaced nodes.
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Fig. 1.1 Typical Marine Riser Installation
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Fig. 2,1 Node Numbering Scheme
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Fig. 2.6 Definition Sketch of Simple
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Fig. 2.12b End Rotation Ratios, Drag Force, kh = 10
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A Finite Difference Solution, n - 23
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Fig. 3.6b Static Bottom Rotation Spectrum
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Fig. 3.6c Static Bottom Rotation Spectrum
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Fig. 3.6d Static Bottom Rotation Spectrum





















Fig. 3.7a Effect of Wind Velocity on Mean
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Fig, 4.1 Comoarison of Fundamental Frequencies, r-T - 1.0
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Fig. 4.? Comparison of Fundamental Frequencies, Gy - 1.2
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Fig. 6.8 Profiles of Standard Deviation of
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ANALYTICAL SOLUTION FOR THE DEFLECTED SHAPE OF A SIMPLE BEAM
CAUSED BY A WAVE INERTIA FORCE DISTRIBUTION
Consider a simple beam subjected to a force distribution which
is characteristic of the inertia force caused by water waves. The govern-
ing differential equation of the problem, which is depicted in Fig, 2 6,
is
Fi ±1. = cosh j kx ) (A l)t[
dx
4 cosh (kh) ^' U
The integration of Eq< A.l four times results in the following expression




[cosh (kx) + C
1
















, and C^ are constants whose values are determined by the
boundary conditions of the problem.
For a simply supported beam, the deflection and the curvature
at the ends of the beam vanish. Application of the two boundary conditions














The condition of zero curvature at x = h leads to an expression for C-,
.








= [i +iM-- (1 - &f-) cosh (kh)] 1 (A, 6)
Substitution of Eqs. A«3 through A. 6 into Eq. A. 2 results in
y(x) = T^ (E1^ (1 - COSh (kh))](£)
EI (kh) 4 cosh (kh) b h
- [^](£)
2
+ [1 +^ - - J*jjl£) cosh (kh)](£)
+ cosh (kx) - 1} (A. 7)
As the parameter kh approaches zero, the load approaches a uni-
formly distributed load of unit magnitude. By employing the infinite series
representation of the hyperbolic cosine function, it can be shown that the
limiting form of Eq. A. 7 as kh approaches zero is
lim y(x) = 24^eT ^ " 2y3h
+ xh^ (A8)
kh-0
Equation A. 8 is exactly the solution for the deflection of a simply sup-
ported beam under a unit uniformly distributed load.
For large values of kh, a simplified form of Eq, A. 7 may be written




cosh'(kh) *PPr°« h" ™r°
2
colhikh) "PP™""" zeroM ap»™ch« ek(x" h)







y(x) = 5t <-
—
4 W- (£>
large kh L1 (kh) 4 6(khr n




ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE DEFLECTED SHAPES OF A CONSTANT
TENSION BEAM CAUSED BY WAVE DRAG AND INERTIA FORCE DISTRIBUTIONS
B.l Inertia Force Deflections
Consider the constant tension beam shown in Fig. 2.2 with a force
distribution which is characteristic of the inertia force caused by water
waves. The governing differential equation of the problem is
4 2
rT d y T dy _ cosh (kx) , R nEI J ' T 77 ' **™ (B - 1)
A general solution to Eq„ B.l is




cosh (ux) + C. sinh (yx)
(B.2)
where






















and C, , C
2
, C-, and C« are coefficients which are determined by the bound-
ary conditions of the problem.
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The four boundary conditions are that the deflection and moment


















[cosh (uh) - cosh (kh)] (B.4)














cosh (kh^ (B ' 6)
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[cosh (yh) - cosh (kh)] §j~£-r£





A simplified version of Eq, B.7 may be written for large values
-kh
-e e approaches zero and
suiting expression for deflection is
kh












4 ^ 2 *™™
. [e
(y-k)h
_ i;] sinh Ux) + 2 [ek(x-h) ]} (B 8)A
3
It is also of interest to examine the left end rotation of the
constant tension beam. This rotation is analogous to the bottom rotation
of a marine riser. The general solution for the left end rotation is ob-
tained by evaluating the first derivative of Eq. B.7 with respect to x at
x = 0.
A A A uh
y'(o) =
-P (cosh (kh) - 1 + s
^
nh (yh) [cosh (yh)
- cosh (kh)]} (B.9)
A similar expression for the left end rotation when kh is large
is obtained from the first derivative of Eq. B,8 with respect to x,
evaluated at x = 0.
y (o) rr—V 1 + sinh Lh) [e - 1]} (BJ0)
large kh
EI [kh] 4 (yh}
B.2 Drag Force Deflections
The governing differential equation of a constant tension beam
having an applied force distribution which is characteristic of the water
wave drag force is







The general solution to Eq. B.ll is given by












cosh (2kx) - 2A
3
(kh)" (£) } (B.12)















In order to satisfy the conditions of zero bending moment and zero
deflection at x - 0, the coefficients C
3















t4A3 - 1] - 4A| (B.14)





















F iA 2^4A3 " THcosh (2kh) - 1] + 2A 3 (kh)
2
} (B.16)






{-2 (kh) 2 (£) + [cosh (2kh) - 1 + 2(kh)
2
] (£)
+ [1 - 4A
3















cosh (yh)]sinh ( M x)
A
+ -^ cosh (2kx)} (B,17)
A
3
Equation B.17 may be simplified somewhat for large values of kh, where
-2kh
and
cosh 2(kh) -- I e
2kh
cosh (2kh) » \ e
2kh
The resulting simplified expression for the deflection is
v


















is given by Eq. B.13.
The left end rotation for the general case is obtained from the
first derivative of Eq. B.12 with respect to x, evaluated at x = 0.
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SEA SURFACE ELEVATION SPECTRA
Oceanographic literature contains several formulas for the one-
dimensional sea surface elevation spectral density function. These formulas
have been derived by applying time series analysis techniques to ocean wave
records. Each of the formulas differs somewhat from the others because of
differences in the raw data analyzed as well as differences in methods of
analysis.
Three of the more commonly used spectral density functions are
those developed by Pierson, Neumann, and James 14 (PNJ); Sverdrup, Munk, and
Bretschneider 15 (SMB); and Pierson and Moskowitz 16 (PM), each of which is
defined somewhat differently. While the area under the PM spectrum is equal
to the variance of the wave record, 16 the integral of the PNJ spectrum is
equal to twice the variance of the wave record, and the integral of the SMB
spectrum is eight times the variance of the wave record. 11 In this thesis,
the sea surface elevation spectral density is defined in the same way as





= S (n) dfi (C.l)
n J nn
o
Therefore, the PNJ and SMB spectral density functions given here are one-
half and one-eighth, respectively, of the spectral density functions usually
found in the literature.
The PNJ spectral density function for a fully developed sea, as





= 25,8 <f 6 exp [-2 (-S-) 2 ] (C.2)
?
where S is in feet -seconds, a is the circular frequency in radians per
nn PNJ
second, and v is the wind velocity. For a fully developed sea, the SMB
spectrum, 15 modified to agree with Eq. C.l, is given by
S
nn




where S is again in feet seconds and the wind velocity is in knots.
nnSMB
The Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum 16 is given by
S
nn
= 8.4 £f 5 exp [-0.74 (-S-) 4 ] (C.4)
PM w
Figures C.l, C.2, and C.3 show the three spectra for fully developed seas
and wind velocities of 20, 30, and 40 knots. For a given wind velocity,
the shapes of the three spectra are different. In particular, the peak of
the SMB spectrum is sharper and is located at lower frequencies than the peaks
of the other two spectra,
It can be shown that the energy density, or total average energy
per unit surface area of the sea, is equal to the unit weight of the water
multiplied by the variance of the sea surface elevation. 26 Thus, the area
under the spectral density function is a measure of the energy density. Inte-
gration of Eqs. C.2, C.3, and C.4 leads to expressions for the energy density,
E
, in foot-pounds per square foot of sea surface, in terms of the wind velo-























= 1.39 x 10"
3
v* (C.7)
In Fig. C4, the variation of energy density with wind velocity is shown for
the three spectra. Except at wind velocities of 18.25 knots and 32.9 knots,
where the PNJ curve crosses the PM and SMB curves, each of the three spectral
density formulas predicts a different energy density for the fully developed
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